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SAfvENVATTING 

Beschteven wordt een experimenteel onderzoek van de processen 

in de nagloei van een krypton gasontlading bij drukken van 0.5 
tot 100 mbar bij een ontladingsstroom van 5 mA. Hierbij is 

gebruik gemaakt van selectieve excitatie spectroscopie m.b.v. 

een afstembare kleurstoflaser waarvoor een viertal 

verschillende kleurstoffen toegepast moesten worden(rhodamine 
6G en 560 en styryl 8 en 9). 

In de nagloei werd het verloop in de tijd bepaald van de 

dichtheden van de eerste vier aangeslagen toestanden van 

krypton, alsmede het radiale profiel van deze deeltjes 

dichtheden. Uit metingen van het tijdsverloop van het 

recombinatielicht werden conclusies getrokken m.b.t. het 

verloop in de tijd van de electrenendichtheid en 
electronentemperatuur. 

Bovendien is een bestaand rekenmodel dat de nagloei van neon 

berekend aangepast en uitgebreid voor het doorrekenen van de 

nagloei van een willekeurige edelgasontlad1ng. M.b.v dit 

rekenmodel is het mogelijk om de experimentele resultaten te 

interpreteren in termen van de verschillende processen in de 

nagloei. 

M.b.v. het rekenmodel en de experimenten zijn de 

diffusiecoefficienten van de metastabiele atomen bepaald 

(0M=8.39e19 /ms±6\, Ds=8.87e19 /ms±8\) alsmede de 
atoomkoppelingscoefficienten naar het dichtsbijzijnde niveau 

(KM~=2.42e-21 m3 /s±8%, Ksr=1.74e-21 m3 /s±:22\). _Als tweede 
resultaat kan vermeld worden dat de exponent die de 

afhankelijkheid van de electronenkoppelingscoefficienten van 

de electrenentemperatuur beschrijft een ondergrens heeft van 

0.5. 
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CH/~PTER 0 

UJTRCO!JCTimJ 

0.1 Radioacti:2 1~otnoes 

In the medical sciences. radioacti:e i~otoc~s olay an 

~-noortant fol.:-. ~:so-=ci;;ll·; ir, ~ii.:l<_mo3tic m:=thods. r)ne such 

i~atooe is 8rmKr~ ~hich is imcortant because ot its short ~alf 
life 113sl and its suitable singie emission at 190 keV. This 

isotooe is oroduced Jt th~ Eindhoven cvelotren laboratory trom 

SI Rb by r.cmbar1ji ng a kr':;ot•ln gac. targèt with 26 ~iJeV orotc.ns. 

This rr0ton bombar~ment causes nuclear and atomie reactions to 

take olacc. In the latter t;oe 0t reaction the orotons r~act 

~ith the ~lectrons ~urroundino the nucleu~. The ohenomena that 

xcur att1:>r this .:xcitation ar>:.> the tooic of this oaoer. ~J!ore 

intermation on the nuclear r·eaction;. can be tound in LAM 77 

and ACE 81. 

0.2 Gas nischarges 

One way to gather intermation about the atomie reactions is to 

study gas discharges. A gas discharge is created by the 

transcart of ~lectric charges through a gas and is maintained 

by a potential ditterenee between two elertrodes. The 

different t;oes of gas di~charges are ordered in the 

literature according to their voltage-current behaviour. (See 

figure 0.1. l HH:> investigations described in this oaper were 

performed in a stationary glow discharge~ i.e. a discharge in 

which the gas is stationary in soace and the discharge is 

maintained primarily by ionising processes in the gas. Glow 

discharges have a distinct structure with respect to light 

emitting zones. These zones are (trom cathode to anode~ see 

also figure 0.21: 
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FIGURE 0.1 General shaoe of the voltJge-current curve of a gas 

discharge. The ohenomena described in this paper 

were investigated in a glow discharge 

- cathode glow 

- negative glow (at low pressures separated from the 

cathode by the Crookes dark space) 

- Faraday dark soace 

- positive column or oositive glow (emits light) 

- anode glow (occurs only at large distances between the 

electrodesl 
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FIGURE 0.2 Appearance of a glow discharge. The phenomena 

described in this paper were investigated in the 

positive glow. 



The phy·;ical orooerties of the reqion in ~'-lhich the phenomena 

are studied must be comoarable with tho~e of the bombarded gas 

taraet. This means that the Crookes dark soace, the cathode 

glow and the Faraday dark soace cannot be used because in 

these regions excitation and ionisation eith~r take not olace 

Jt all or are induced by accelerating electrons. In the 

oositive qlow on the other hand electrans have a more or less 

uniform v~locity distribution (that is, the heat motion of the 

t~lectrons is much larger than their drift motion). 

The number of orocesses that take place in the active 

discharge is bewilderingly large. For this reasen it is very 

difficult to determine the reaction rates in a discharge that 

is stationary in time. r~re intermation can be gathered by 

·studying tr·1e afterglow, i.e. the oeriod of time that 

immediatel! follows the cutaft of the driving potential of the 

discharge. In this afterglew the densities of the various 

particles change continuously and the reaction rat~s will 

:hange accordingly. Furthertnore, the electron temoerature in 

the active discharge is much larger than that of electrans in 

a proton bombarded gas target, but in the afterglew the 

electrans raoidly cool until their temperature is in 

equilibrium with that of the gas atoms. A more detailed 

description of gas discharges and afterglows is given in 
chapter one. 

Information from the discharge can be gathered by using 

~lectric probes inserted in that part of the discharge that is 

of interest, or by studying the electromagnetic energy that is 

~mitted by the discharge, especially IR, visible and UV light. 

In theory, all coefficients determining the rea~tion rates in 
the discharge can be determined by these methods, but in 

practical situations this is difficult because of the large 

number of coefficients and because of the tact that some 

reactions play a minor rele in the discharge and are therefore 

difficult to detect. 
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It should also be oossible todetermine the coetficients trom 

theorv~ but in that case detailed information about the 

mechanism of ~he ~Jrious reactions is necessary and this 

information is nat available tor a number of orocesses. 

Ä third oossibility is to solve the balance eauations of the 

;arious oarticles. It i3 virtually imccssible to tind the 

3nalytical solutions te these eauations and they must 

theretore be solved numerically. fhe comouted decay rates of 

the densities of the Particles can thPn be compared with these 

obtained from exoeriments. Although ditficult~ it is possible 

to determine a set of rate coefficients through this 

procedure. This last methad harbars a danger: the set of 

coefficients which generate decay rates camparatle to those 

exoerimentally tound is not necesc;arily uniaue ! This danger 

will be small because many coefficients are known however with 

an accuracy which leaves sarnething to be desired. Also, 

because the partiele densities in the afterglew vary over a 

few decades~ different processes Play a dominant role at 

different times during the afterglew oeriod. This ohenomenon 

enables the ditferentiation between the processes. 

In this paper two methods are described and their results 

compared. In chapter two, an experimental setup is described 

in which fluorescence soectroscoPy is used as a method to 

measure the partiele density during the afterglow. Chapter 

three describes a numerical model which is used to calculate 

the time deoendenee of these densities on a computer. In 

chapter tour the results of the methods of the two toregoing 

chapters are compared. Finally, in chaoter tive, conclusions 

are drawn and some tooics are indicated which need further 

impravement or more detailed study. 

4 



CHAPTER 1 

FA.R~ fCLES AND PROCESSES IN GLOW DISCHARGES 

This chapter introduces the various particles that 

olay a role in a medium or~ssure glow discharge and 

3fterglow ro=0.5 100 mbar; 1 mbar= 99.7585 Pa). 

~lso discussed are the orocesses which create and 

destray these oarticles as well 3S some ohysical 

ereoerties such as temoeratur~ which intluence th~se 

processes. The values of the various densities and 

process coefficients given in this chapter should be 

regarded only as an indication of their order of 

magnitude; accurate values are given in chapter 4. 

1.1 PARTICLES IN DISCHARGE ANO AFTERGLOW 

A crude division of the various particles can be made in 

neutral and charged particles. 

1.1.1 Neutral particles 

Neutral oarticles can be further subdivided into ground state 

particles and excited particles. In the current investigation 

the ground state particles are the kryoton gas atoms. At a 

temoerature of 295 K (room temperature) the density of krypton 

atoms is 1.2e22 lm
3 at 0.5 mbar and 2.4e24 tn? at 100 mbar. 

Excited partiele soecies can be grouoed according to soectral 

types. In the case of krypton the tourteen lower levels are 

divided into two groups, denoted as the 1s atoms and the 2p 

atoms. (See figure 1.1.) Five different notations are used 

for the designation of the four lo~er levels. Three of these 
notations are indicated in tigure 1.1 and all five are 

summarised in table 1.1. 
The Mand S levels are metastable, i.e. the dipole transition 

of an atom in one of these states to the ground state is 

forbidden. This means that the lifetime of such an atom 

5 
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~~~hich h at l~ast 1 s~cond according to BE~. 76) is much 

Ltrger than that of atoms in the other two ls-levels (the R 

and T levelsi which do have a dipale transition to the ground 

'3tate and are therefore called resonant levels (lifetime of 

the order of 3.5 to 4 ns). This difference in lifetime has 

some important consequences for the processes in which these 

particles take part. The density of the ls-atoms in the active 
.jischarge varies from lel3 /m~to 4e17 ;ms. 

Tabel 1.1: The various notations for the ls-atoms 

Paschen LS-coupling Phelps r·'bdified spectroscopie 

(PAS 19) ~PHE 59) Racah notatien 

1 s.~ f~pl r·~ 5s 1 , 5s0/2} 
2 ., ,I... 

ls4 f:i~P, R 5s 1 1 5s{3/2} 
1 J 

ls> f.i!Po s 5s 'o o 5s'[l/2}
0 I 

lSz. (KP, T 5s '0 i 5s'[1/2}
1 I 

The excited levels above the 1s-levels are known as the 

2p-levels 1Paschen notation). There are ten 2p-levels, but the 

details of this subdivision have little importance for the 

current investigation. Of more importance here is the fact 

that every 2p-level has at least one allowed dipale transition 

toa ls-level. 

Between the topmost 2p-level and the ionisatie~ level, more 

excitation levels exist. However, the assumption is made that 

every atom in one of these levels will eventually show up in 

one of the lower levels (2p, ls or ground), which enables one 

to abstract from their existence. 

Because excited particles and neutral gas atoms have 

approximately the same mass, the assumption is made that the 

excited particles have the same temperature as the gas atoms. 

7 
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1.1.2 CHARGED PARTICLES 
Three kinds of charged particles exist in the active glow 

discharge and afterglow. One kind is, not very surprisingly, 
the atomie krypton ion, i.e. a krypton atom with a 4p-electron 
(LS-coupling) removed. If such an atomie ion recombines ~ith 

an electron, an excited krypton atom is formed, but in general 

it is unknown in which level the atom ends ~p. The density of 

atomie ions in the active glo~ discharge varies from 2e15 to 

5e17 tm~, depending on the gas pressure. 

The other kind of positively charged partiele is the molecular 

ion (Kri) which is created in a collission between an atomie 

ion and a neutral ground state atom, or by the cellision 

bet~een two excited atoms. If a molecular ion recombines ~ith 

an electron, a neutral molecule is formed which rapidly 

dissociates into an excited atom and a ground state atom. The 

density of molecular ions varies from 3e13 to 4e16 im 1 in the 

active glow discharge. 

One of the properties of the positive glow is its quasi 

electrical neutrality. This can be expressed as 

ne = n, + n~ 

where "e is the electron density 

n, is the atomie ion density 

n~ is the molecular ion dens1ty 

(1.1) 

This also means that the ionisation into atomie and molecular 

ions are the only sourees of electrons, although this 

conclusion is invalid at the outer reg1ons of the positive 

glow (near the Faraday dark space and the anode or anode glow, 

if present). 

8 



A property of the positive column is that the electric field 

is uniform Charged particles will experience a force from this 

field and will therefore gain energy from the field. If the 

assumpt1on is made that the atomie and molecular ions have a 

cross sectien for collisions with neutral atoms comparable to 

the cross sectien for elastic collisions between neutral 

atoms, then the gas atoms, because they outnumber the charged 

particles by a factor of at least one million, act as a 'heat 

sink' for the ions. This means that the temperature of these 
particles is to a good approximation equal to that of the gas 

atoms. 

The situations for electrens is drastically different because 

the mean free path between elastic collisions is much larger 

than the mean distance between the gas atoms. Measurements 

(DEA 74) indicate an electron temperature of 4 to 5.5 eV in 

the active discharge. Because the electron energy plays an 
important role in the processes which govern the various 

partiele densities, the processes which determine its value 
are described in greater detail later in this chapter. 

1.2 PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN DISCHARGE AND AFTERGLOW 

The particles mentioned in 1.1 are produced and destroyed by 

var1ous processes. Some processes do not change the partiele 

species but transport the particles to or from regions in the 

glo~ discharge where they are destroyed or produced. These 

processes can be called physical processes. Other processes 
result in the transformation of a partiele from one species 
into another and are therefore called chemical processes. 

9 



1.2.1 Diffusion 

Consider as an example the metastable 1s-atoms (Mor Sl in the 

aftergloH of a gloH discharge contained in a cylindrical tube. 

These particles are produced by chemical reactions lsee 1.3) 

in every location of the gloH discharge. At the Halls of the 
tube, these metastable atoms lose their excitation energy and 

are transformed into ground state atoms. So the Halls act as a 

sink for metastable atoms while the space of the discharge 

tube acts as an extended source. The result Hill be a density 

profile, described by the folloHing partial· differential 

equation: 

( 1.3) 

Hhere nMis the density of the metastable atom m (Mor 
s) 

t is the time 

kY\'\ is the reaction constant for the total 

production of metastable atoms (independent 

of location) 

~~ is the Laplace operator 

DY"~ is the coeffi ei ent for diffusion of 

metastable atom m in its parent gas 

For a cylindrical tube and using cylindrical coordinates Hith 

the z-axis along the tube axis, the folloHing initial and 

boundary conditions must be satisfied: 

initial condition: n W\( r , z, 0 ) = f ( r , z ) 

boundary conditions (t>O): n~(R,z,t) = 0 

n (r,t1,L,t) .== 0 

10 
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~'llhere R is the radius of the tube 

L is the length of the tube, 

The solution is found to be (ZEM 29): 

00 -r.ë 
nm =['\ J (Br) cos[(21-l)Lzl (1. 7) e 

.t.. o R 

where J0 (x) is the Bessel function of order 0 

P1 i 5 the 1-th solution ot the eauation 

,Jo (fJ ) '"-' 0, or. in other words~ the 1-th 

-::ero or knot of th"' zero order Bessel 

function 

(1.8) 

The coefticients At must satisty the relation 

(1. 9) 

From experiments it is found that the tunetion f(r,zl from 

condition (1.41 for qiven z follm'ls the tunetion J ~r) 
- 0 ~ 

aceurately. From this fact it can be coneluded that nm is 

given~ to a good approximation~ by the tunetion 

n (r.z) = n (0,0) J (-!4., cos(-L1Yzl .,.. . m . o R ( 1.10) 

But ~~ven i f the devi at i on of f ( r ~ z) from J
0 
(t) is 

substantial~ it ean be shown that for large t the density nm 

again approximates the one knot zero order Bessel funetion 

(see ZEM 29). The lifetime of a metastatle atom as determined 

by ditfusion is then given by 

(1.11) 
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•ihere 'Z:'d is the ditfusion time ot the metastilble atom ,m 

m (M or Sl 

_/\ I 
= --------:-

[{~kt ~ ( ~ r ]~ f1.12\ 

which i~ also Cillled the fundamental 

ditfusion lenqth 

If it is assumed that no oroduction of metastatle atoms takes 

place !kll'l-=Ol the largest ,jitfusion time is found. Taking Dm 

=1e20 /ms and n -=') 4e24 /m~, a tube radius of 1.3 cm and a m ... • 

tube length of 14 cm, this maximum ditfusion time is found to 

be 0.7 second which is less than the lo~er boundarv tor the 

lifetime ot J metastatle atom lsee :.ection 1.1.1). It can te 

concluded that the ditfusion clavs an imcortant role in the 

determination of the densit; of the metastatle atoms. 

The ditfusion coefticient Dm deoends on the gas temoerature as 

(CHA 70): 

1 

D"' I T ~ \ -= 0111 ( T 0 ) ( ~ )'l (1.13) 

~here 0 CT l is the ditfusion coetticient at standard 
"' 0 

temoerature T0 

1.2.2 Ambioolar ditfusion 

Not only the metastatle atoms, also the positive ions are 

subject to a ditfusion orocess, the so called amtipolar 

diffusion. This process is driven by the density gradient of 

the partiele involved, but also land at high electron 

temperarures~ mainly) by the existence of an electric field. 

This electric field is built up because of the separation of 

positive and negative charge carriers ~hich in turn is caused 

by the difference in mobility of these particles. Oskam (OSK 

57) has derived the follo~ing equation for the ambipolar 
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1iffusion coefficients: 

", fle ()l~ n~ +}.\i"De.) + n~ lfAr""D'- -fJ.:"D~ 
nefe + n,f, + "(\ltl. 

where i~j=l,2 designat~s the ion soecies (ifj) 

(1=atomic ion. 2=molecular ion) 

( 1.14) 

13 the mobilitv of thP electrans and the 

ion soecies i~ resoectively 

0 .o. t.a.. L 
is the ditfusion constant of th~ 

electrans Jnd ion soecies i in gas. 

resoectively 

is the density of the electrens and ion 

species i. resoectively 

Using the Einstein relation 

1), Kïi-- = =: u 
IJ. i e 1' 

(1.15) 

where T't is the gas temoer at ure 

k is the Boltzmann constant 

..;. is the elementary charge 

u 
t 

is the energy of the gas atoms in eV 

the ambioolar ditfusion constant f1.13) reduces to 

( 1.16) 

where Ue is the energy of the electrons, defined with 

(1.17) 

In the derivation of 1.15 from 1.14 the assumotion is used 
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t.hat the gas atoms and the ions have the same temperature 
\see section 1.1.2). 

ftle reduced mobilities are ,.AJ._=0.4 m'l;Vs, AJ ~p~0.0001 m2;vs; ....., r·o, o'l. 

the mob1lity at pressure p and temperature T is then given by 

( 1.18) 

with pin mbarandT in kelvin. Becauseptcand u2ëare both 

much smaller fw the ambipolar ditfusion can be approximated 
by 

( 1.19) 

., 
Using U =U =0.025 eV and A.Jt =.0001 m-;vs the ambipolar 

~ c. r o 
diffus1on constant is found to be 5e-6 m~/s at a pressure of 

100 mbar and a temperature of 273 K. The partial differential 

equation for this process is 

from which an equation similar to 1.11 can be derived 

-=-
'L:QJ" A'l. 

Using the same tube dimensions the upper limit of the 

ambipolar diffusion time is found to be 0.5 second. 

1.2.3 Radiation trapping 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

The lifetime of the resonant levels (R and T) are much shorter 
than the d1ffusion time (assuming the diffusion coefficient 
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f•.)r the resonant atoms to be of the same order of magnitude as 

the coetficient of the metastable atomsl. Forthese oarticles, 

diffusion therefore olays a negligible role in determining the 

density distribut1on. But the ohoton emitted by ~ resonant 

atom during the transition to the ground state can be absorbed 

by another ground state atom~ which in turn will emit a ohoton 

when it transits back to the ground state. From one standooint 

this can be viewed as a ditfusion ororess invalving photons~ 

just like the diffusion of particles in a gas. But in the case 

of ohotons the time between collisions~ which is given by the 

distance between the emitting and the absorbing atom divided 

by the velocity ot light in the gas, is much smaller than the 

time of a collision, which is eaual to the lifetime of a 

resonant atom. This is contrary to the situation of partiele 

~iffusion. For this reason, a tormulation of this diffusion 

orocess in terms of a mean tree path length runs into serieus 

trouble (HOL 47). If, on the other hand, this processis 

viewed as a transportation of excited atoms, a satisfactory 

theory can be developed (HOL 47 and HOL 51). Effectively this 

theory describes the increase of the lifetime of a resonant 

atom due to the traooing of resonance radiation. In this 

theory the shape of the soectral line is important. Holstein 

considers two line broadening mechanisms, namely imoact (or 

Lorenz) broadening and Doopler broadening. For a cylindrical 

tube of infinite length and radius R the increase of the 

lifetime~ 1/g, of an excited atom is found to be (HOL 51) 

for impact broadening 

for Doopler broadening 

-::: 
71 hR' 

/.liS" ~ 

-= 
koRJ'Tf lfXAl<oR 

1 

I. b Qt) 

15 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 



= "~\'\ex ~~ J HKr 
911' ~l. h- 2i'l' ~ ..... ) 

~o is the wavelenath of the centre of the 

r<7sonance line 

g
1 
~g~ are the stGtistical weights of the 

resonant and ground state, resoectively 

lthe statistical weight is given by 

q.=2J.+ 1. with J.the total anaular 
·-i. ~ . ' .. 

momenturn quanturn number of lev~l il 

}r is the transition orobability of the atom 

~~ kr- the rnass of t-he 1tom 

Rm the molar gas constant 

In the case of imoact broadening only the increase in litetime 

is, for a tube with a radius of 1.3 cm~ tor the R resonant 

state 1580 and for the T resonant state 1630. If onlv Doopler 

broadening is present, the increase should vary from 2e4 (at 

0.5 mbar) to 2e7 (at lOOmbarl. For both RandT states this 

would result in an effective lifetime of approximately 70 

milliseconds at 100 mbar. Turner (TUR 67) has measured the 

~ffective lifetimes and found that for pressures above 0.4 mbar 

these lifetimes are constant. Equation 1.23 indicates a density 

dependenee for the effective lifetime in the case of Doppler 

broadening, while 1.22 indicates a constant effective lifetime 

in the case of impact broadening. Furthermore, measurements of 

the linewidth indicate that impact broadening is much larger 

than Doppler broadening for pressures above 0.5 mbar (see 

sectien 2.5). Therefore, in this paper, eauation 1.22 is used 

to describe the effective litetime of the resonant 1s-atoms. 
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1.3 CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN DISCHARGE ANO AFTERGLOW 

1.3.1 Couoling between ls-levels 

Two types of reactions transfarm a ls-atom into another 

ls-atom. In the first type~ this transformation is induced by 

the callision ot an ls-atom with a ground state atom~ while in 

the secend tyoe this tran~formation occurs through a callision 

with an ~lectron. The reaction tor the farmer orocess tyoe can 

be written as: 

~ K .- • l<'r+Kr(i)--> r+Kr(J) 

where Kr is a krypton ground state atom 

Kr*ri),Kr~(j) 
are ls-atoms (i,j=M,R,S,T; ifj) 

(1.25) 

This reaction is aften called the atom coupling. The time rate 

of change of the densities caused by this type of reaction is 

given by: 

d()~ 
Of = -K,:~ n%nz 
(destruction processof atomie soecies i) 

~n· 
ót

8 = K .. n n, 
'~ <A t 

\production orocess of atomie species j) 

where K·· is the atom coupling coefficient from 
~J 

level i to level j 

( 1. 26) 

( 1.27) 

The principle of detailed balancing states that every atomie 

orocess is as frequent as the inverse process, where the 

frequency of a process is given by the product of the 

densities of the particles involved, and the probability of 
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occurrence of the reaction, or, in othPr words, the freauency 

1~ g1ven by the absolute value of the right hand side of 

equation 1.26. The frequPncy of ~he inverse reaction is then 

gi ven t;y 

n.:s l 

The densities ot the oorticles are given by the Boltzmann 
-=:quation 

fï. 
11.: 'àî kl'k n; = "'PlT~)':- (1.29) 

~-Jhete E· 
~ 

is the energ:; of lPvel i 
P( T\ is the ï:'iart.ition tunetion given by 

~ 

( 1.30) 

Combining (1.26l, (1.28) and t1.29l results in 

(1.30) 

TABLE 1.2: Total ongular momenturn auantum number (J), 

3tatistical weights (gl, energy with respect to the 

ground state and the lifetime of the 1s-levels. 

1s-state J g f~nergy 1 ifetime 

(eVl 
·-

~~ 'J 5 9.91 ) 1 5 '-

R 1 3 10.03 3.89 ns 
C' 0 1 10.56 ) 1 s j 

T 1 3 10.64 B.58 ns 
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TABLE 1.3: Ratios of the atom couoling coefficients Kij at T = 
'300 K 

f'.HR l< ~- K KRT ~: 
l1s '11T Rs ST - - -

j( RM K K K'iR KTR V T'S ~11 TN 

S~6e-3 1.2e-12 1. 4'7-13 2.1e-llJ ::. :1-e-11 1. :'e-1 

Figure 1.2 illustrates the energy distances between the four 

ls-levels, table 1.2 gives the total angular momenturn 

auantum number, the statistical weights and the energy with 

resoect to the ground state, while table 1.3 oives the six 

ratios of the atom coupling coetticients at a gas temoerature 

':.f 300 K. 

Of the atom couoling coefficients, only the values of the KnR 
l ~ B Jnd K~,. are known ( KMR -=:::!e-21 m Is, KsT -=le-20 m Is). ecause of 

ID.6LI3 -- ·· - · -· ....... - ·· ·· ·- ..... ·-· ..... ··· ·· ... --- T 

10.562 

EtlERGY 

<Evl 

.1D.032 

9.915 

O.!lU s - -- -- -- - ·- -· .. -- ·- ··- -- .. -- -·---1------------~ 

0.53 

R - ...... ... _..;.;. ___________ -t----

r1 0.117 

FIGURE 1.2: Simolitied energy level diagram illustrating the 

the ls-levels 
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the large energy gap betweentheR and the S level, a 
transformation of a 1s-atom from the M or R level to the S or 

T level by a room temperature gas atom is unlikely. According 

to Franck's principle (FRA 29) the atom coupling coefficients 

KiÁare proportional to 1/ \Ez-Es\ • Because the 1s-levels are 
separated in two groups with an energy gap of approximately 

0.5 eV, coupling between these groups is negligible. 

The value of K-- depends on the temperature of the colliding 
~l 

particles. This temperature dependenee is often described as 
( PHE 59): 

( 1.32) 

where K .. (T
0

) is the value of the atom coupling 
t..A 

coefficient at a standard temperature T0 

is an experimentally determined value 

Because no va lues are known for the ex Ac s, their va lues 
are set to 0, thereby effectively making the K.:s independent 

'A 
of temperature. 

The other conversion process mentioned at the beginning of 

this section is the so called electron coupling. In this 

process, a 1s-atom is transformed to another 1s-atom during a 

collision ~ith an electron: 

Kr~(i) + e --> Kr*(j) + e 

The time rate of change of the densities caused by this 

process is given by 

= -E .... n n ... 
'~ e c. 

20 

(1.33) 

( 1.34) 



where E-- is the electron coupling cnetticient trom 
".I 

levf>l i to level 

Again aoolying the orinciole of detailed balancing to these 

orocesses~ the following relation is tound tor the ratios of 

l:.he e 1 ectron coup 1 i ng coetfi ei ents E-- and E ·i : 
'-.) J 

( 1.35) 

In table 1.4 these ratios are given tor an electron energy of 

5 eV t~57 x 10~ Kl. 

TABLE 1.4: Ratios of the electron coupling coefficients at an 

electron energy of 5 eV. 

E,.,R EMS E"r ERs ER'ï Esr -ERrr E."M Ey./'1 E'SR ETR ET'S 

5.9e-1 l.Se-1 5.2e-1 'i 7 8.8e-1 3.0 '- .. 

The situation tor the values of E.:- is much the same as that 
.\ 

for the values of K .. : onlv the value of E .. is known and is 
~ . ••R 

4e-14 m"lts. 

The values of the E~'s deoend on the relative velocity of the 
'~ 

colliding carticles. In the early afterglew this velocity is 

determined by the electron energy, but later in the afterglew 

the electrans cool down to aporoximately room temperature. 

Unfortunately, this dependenee is unknown and the value of El'fR 

is measured at an electron energy of 0.088 eV (1000 Kl. The 

temperature dependenee is usually described by 

( 1.36) 
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where E .. (T \ is the electron couo. ling coefficient at 
L~ 0 . 

:~ ~tandard temoerature T0 

~x is an excPrimentally derived value . èG 

E·ecause the tt?moerature •ieoendence of E ·. is unknown ~ the val ue 
L.\ 

is taken to be zero. 

1.3.2 Excimer forming 

Some author~~ e.g. Wieme (WIE 80\, reoort the formation of 

excimers in the glow di:>charge. An !"xcimer is an excited Kr1 
molecule. Wieme mentions two procPs~es which lead to excimer 

forming. In the tirst, a ls-atom collides with a ground state 

atom. The excimer molecule tormerj can emit a ohoton~ thereby 

transiting toa ground state Kr1. molecule which is unstable 

and will dissociate into two ground state atoms. It is also 
~ 

oossible that the K.rl. excimer dissociates into the original 

ls-atom and a ground state atom: 

Jfter which follows (1.37) 

2Kr + Ek. 
\" 

thy~ll meV, Ek~n~ 20 meV, WIE 80) 

The first case acts as a destructien process tor ls-atoms, 

while the second process has no effect at all on the density 

of the ls-atoms (the dissociation takes place within le-12 s). 

The destructien process can be written as 

( 1.38) 

where KiP is the excimer forming coefficient for the 

ls-atom species i 

"...., 
'-'-



Only the value of KHP is kno~n: 

"\ r - 1.5e-21 m !s 
1'1P 

1.3.3 Three body collisions 

This tyce of reaction is a destructien orocess for ls-atoms. 

There has na satisfactorv classical or quanturn mechanical 

theorv been developed up to na~. In the first part of this 

reaction, bet~een a ground state atom and a ls-atom, a 

temoorary ·~xcimer molecul~:: is tormed. It ~ithin one '.tibration 

oeriod rl~-13 3, WIE 801 a callision occurs ~ith a secend 

0round state atom. cart or all ot the excitation energy is 

carried otf by this atom, and an excimer molecule in a lo~er 

excitation state or ~round state results. The secend cellision 

is al~ays of the tirst kind, because the internal ~nergy of 

one or both colliding particles is changed. The reaction can 

be ~ritten as 

~ ~ 
Kr (i) +Kr--> Kr

2
(k) 

follo~ed by 
Jl. lt. ~ 

Kr ( k) + Kr --> Kr 
2 

(1) + Kr ( j) 
2 

or 
• "' Yr (i) + Kr --'> Kr 

1 
( k) 

follo~ed by 
• • Kr
2 

( k) + Kr --) Kr
2

(m) + Kr 

~here Kr'"(il,K/''(jl are ls-atoms 

Kr~(k),Kr;(l),Kr:(m) are excited excimer 

molecules 

( 1.39) 

(1.40) 

The time rate of change of the density caused by this reaction 

is given by 
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1 n n. 
'à (. ( 1.41\ 

where Ji i:; thP t:.hro::e bodv callision coefficient for 

ls-atom species i 

Note t.hat in 1.41 no dift,~rentiotion is made between the two 

kinds of collisions. The temoerature d~oendence of the 

coefficient is given by 

( 1.42) 

where }~(T0 ) is the value of the three body collision 

coefficient at a standard temoerature T0 

ex is an exoPrimentolly derived value 
~(.... 

Values for the three body collision coefficients are 

~ .J-n-= 3e-44 m Is 

Only the value ot ex . has been found: -0.7 
?.t..,M 

1.3.4 Collisions between metastable ls-atoms 

If two metastable atoms collide~ they can combine to forma Kr 

molecular ion~ or the excitation energy of one atom is used to 

ionise the other 

( 1.43) 

+ 
--> Kr + Kr +- e (1.44) 
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where i,j denote the ls-state li,j = M,S) 

The time rate ot change of the density of ls-atom soecies m 

due to this reaction is given bv 

fl. 45) 

~'4here <S''Mt is the collision coefficient t·or the 

callision between partielemand 

M~ S) 

Note: this i·:; nota cross section. 

Values of the oetficients are 

C)'HM = 5e-16 m3 I 5 

6';5 = 6e-14 m~/s 

6'-=6' :-:3e-14 m~/s 
"" 'SM 

1.3.5 Dissociative recombination 

( m~ 1 = 

The three body collisions and the collisions between 

metastable ls-atoms are bath ctestruction processes tor 

ls-atoms. The ctissociative recombination is a oroduction 

process tor these particles. In this tyoe ot reaction, a 

molecular ion (Kr~) recombines with an electron to torman 

instable krypton molecule which dissociates into an excited 

kryoton atom and a ground state atom. This reaction can be 

described by 

+ lto .... 
Kr 1 + e --) Kr

1
--"> Kr + Kr 

(1.46) 

"""" • Kr --) Kr + hV 

The last excited krypton atom transits to one of the ls-levels 

while emitting a photon. It is not known a priori in which 
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ls-level the atom ends up. The time rate of change of the 

dens1ty of an atomie ls species is given bv 

(1.47\ 

where ~ is the rPcombination di~tribution fraction, 

which gives the fraction of the atoms ending 

UP 35 ::~tomic soecies 
~l. is the recombination coefficient 

n'l. is the molecular density 

n(., is t.he electron densit/ 

Tvoical values tor the recombination distribution fractions 

:2re 

These fractions vary slightly with pressure !VES 84). 

The recombination coefficient depends on the electron 

temperature as 

( 1.48) 

where ~~(Td) is the value of the recombination 

coefficient at a standard temoerature T0 

exDR is an experimentally derived value 

The value of o('L is le-12 m3/s at 300 K, the value of ex 00 

is -0.5. 

1.3.6 Ion conversion 

In ion conversion an atomie ion collides with two ground state 

atoms, forming a molecular ion: 

.. + 
Kr + 2Kr --'> Kr'l + Kr ( 1.49) 
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The secend ground state atom is needed tor conservation of 

momenturn and energy. The time rate of change of the charge 

carriers due to this process is given bv 

Öo, 
'ór = 1n~n. ( 1. 50) 

'destruction of atomie ions) 

001. o} -:: +(!n~n, (1.51) 

roroduction of molecular ionsl 

where n, is the density of <:~tomic i ons 

n ·l is the clensity of molecular i ons 

() is the conversion coefficient 

"% is the gas density 

The ion conversion coefficient has a value of 2.5e-43 m6/s. 

Because the rate of this orocess deoends on the square of the 

gas density, molecular ions tend to dominate over atomie ions 

at higher oressures. 

NOTE: Only the processes invalving the atomie and molecular 

ion species are described. Th~ density of the electrans 
can be found using equation 1.1, which leads to 

( 1. 52) 

1.3.7 Recombination processes 

Bath atomie and molecular ions can recomb1ne with electrons. 

For atomie ions this process is straightforward: 

+ 4-
Kr + 2e --> Kr + e + Ek~ ( 1. 53) 

+ 11<. 

Kr + e --> Kr + h'V (1.54) 
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The energy can be carried off by an increase of the kinetic 

~nergv ot the colliding particles rcollisional recombination, 

reaction 1.531, ar by emitting a ohoton lrodiotive collisional 

recombinaticn~ reaction 1.541. The time rate of chang~ of the 

~ensitv ot the Jtomic ions is describerl bv 

n.ss) 

where «., is the recombination coefficient 

1f both recombination oroces'3es gi·.;e an aopreciable 

contribution. the recombination coefficient must be written JS 

c<-=o< + 0\ n 1 •r- l<.r e 
(1. 56) 

•~here o( 1r is the radiative recombination coetficient 

oth:ris the collisional recombination coefficient 

Both these coefficients display the familiar electron 

temperature deoendenee 

(1.57) 

( 1. 58) 

Only the value of~1r has been found in the literature and is 

approximately 2e-43 m~/s (a temperature dependenee is not 

gi ven). Theretore, in thi s paper, the va 1 ue of Ó('tcrwi 11 be 

taken 0 as well as excR 

The recomb1nation of molecular ions is discussed in section 

1.3.5. The time rate of change of the density of the molecular 

ions is given by 
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( 1. 59) 

1.3.8 Collisions between metastable atoms 

The recombination orocesses are loss orocesses for the charge 

carriers. Collisions between metastable atoms, as discussed in 

section 1.3.4. result in the creation of ions. The time 

rate of change of the densities of the charge carriers can be 
described by 

:.md 

where g 

(1.60) 

( 1.61) 

determines the fraction of the collisions 

resulting in the formation of molecular ions. 

Unfortunately~ nothing is known about the value of g. 

Therefore, in the rest of this paper, its value is taken to be 

0.5. 
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1.~ ELECTPON TEMPEPATURE 

'JB t,~mcëtJtVf'~ T'}. ottlets nn t"Jir" ·7 1 .-:--t.r·-.n 1:.!7moerat.ur.::- Te· The 

Ja~ temc~rJtur~ 1~ :ons11~r""d tn t~ :Jn~tant in time at a 

;alue nt J~ound 300 K with a small gro1ient at a f~w de~rees 

betwP~n wall Jnd c~ntre ot the ~ute. 

The el~rtron ~emceratur~ 0n the nther hond~ decteases during 

~he Jtterglow trom 57e3 t.o 300 K. The tollowing sections 

1escribe ~he ~Jrious orocesses bv which the e1ectron 

temoeroturP is ottected. 

In these sections it i~ assumed that the ~lectrons 1nd the oas 

3.toms have a ~1axwellian energy •iistribution. According t.o 

MacDonJld 1r~c 57l, the time ne~ded tor J system ot oarticles 

with Coulomb interaction. such JS electrons. to reach a nearly 

Maxwellian ctistribution is oiven bv - . 

where me is the mass of the oarticles 

Te is their temperature ttrom the Maxwell 

(jistribution) 

ne is the densit; ~t these oarticles 

e is thei r cr,arge 

~ is a normûlised time 

( 1.62) 

( 1.63) 

~6 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum 

For T>480~ the distribution is Maxwellian. For electrons at a 

temperature of 57~3 K and a density of 5el7 /Jthis results in 

t=4e-6 ~~ while tor 3n electron temoeraturP of 300 K the 

electrons rela.xate toa ~J!axwellian distribution in 4e-9 s. 

Considering th~ fact that the afterglew oeriod extends over 
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3evera1 milli~~conds~ it may be assumed that the electrans 

have J MJ~wPllian v~locity ~istribution riurino the ofterglow. 

1.~.1 Int~ractic~s with )rnun1 state atoms. 

If an Plectron collides elosticallv with ~gas otom, it loses 

::l t'nction of its i7nergy, given t·.; (McD·rol 

•me re ! Ie. is Th;" ele•:tron ;=>ner'}y 
11 i~ the gas Jtom •:-ner·:r• 
-~ 

m i q t.he ~ll"ct.ron ma ss 

1\11 lev- is thP ma ss •.Jt the kr:.;oton gas atom 

Tf the trequ~?ncy of this r,:;De i•f callision is given by Yto.., 

li'Jith 

(1.65) 

where nt is thP sas density 

<J is the effective cross sectien tor momenturn 

transfPr of elastic collisions 

'vr> is the mean r~lative velocity between the 

colliding oarticles 

and using the tact thot Ml<v-»me~ then the time rate of change 

of the electron energy is given by 

(1.66) 

Considering the tact that, even tor equal kinetic energy, the 

velocity of the electrans is much larger than that of the gas 

atoms, the mean relative velocity <v~> is approximately equal 
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to the average velocity of the electrons·, which, for a 
Maxwellian distribution, is given by 

(1.67) 

The effective cross sect1on for momenturn transfer collis1ons 
depends on the electron energy as 

where o( U0 ) 

ex() 

is the cross section at ~ standard 

electron energy U0 

is an experimentally derived value 

( 1.68) 

1.4.2 Interactions with ions 

Spitzer (SPI 64) has derived the following expression for the 

time rate of change of the electron energy due to collisions 

with ion species i: 

( 1.69) 

where n.: is the density of ion species i (i =1 ,2) 
~ is given by equation 1.63 

M-I. is the mass of ion species i 

u .. is the average thermal energy_ of ion species .. 
i 

1.4.3 Ditfusion cooling 

Because the electrons have a larger average velocity than the 

positive ions, a thin negative layer will develop on the 

surface of an electrically neutral obstacle, such as the tube 
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wall. This negative layer prevents the low energy electrens 

from reaching the wall. The thickness of this layer is of the 

order of the Debye shielding distance, given by 

( 1. 70) 

where fa is the dielectric coefficient of the vacuum 

k is the Boltzmann constant 

Te is the electron temperature 

e is the electron charge 

ne is the electron density 

Because of this process, the electron temperature can decrease 

below the gas temperature during the afterglow. Smith et al. 

(SMI 63) have shown that this effect occurs for pressures 

below 0.04 mbar. 
But even if the electrens do not cool down to a temperature 

below the gas temperature, electrens loose energy at a rate 
gi ven by (DEN 76) 

(1.71) 
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CHAPTER 2 
DPERH-1UJTS OtJ ~:RVPTOrJ ~FTERGLo.-JS 

Tn thi '3 chaptc:r, the r-;xpf':riments thJt ~~er'e pertormed 

~" ~rypton discharges Jnd aftcrglows, Jnd the 

experimental setup that was used tnr these experiments 

·n·e <1escribed. In these experimentJ trce densities of 

the 15-atoms in the act1ve dischar~e and the afterglew 

~~~re measured as a tunetion of place and time. 

Finally, Jn experiment is described which provides 

qualitative information 0n the time dependenee ot the 

electron density and the ~lectron energy. 

~.1 PURPOSE OF THE EXPERirvf:NTS 

In chapter three a numerical model i3 given that describes the 

time dependenee of the ls-atom ~ensities. In this chapter the 

measured time dependences of the density ot these atoms is 

presented. Also, the numerical model requires initial 

condit1ons such as described in the preceding chapter 

(equation 1.4). These conditions, th~ absolute value of the 

density of the ls-atoms and their radial distr1butions in the 

tube, mu3t be determined experimentally. 

SELECTIVE EKCITATION SPECTROSCOPY 

The technique that was used to determine the dens1ties of the 

ls-atoms is the so called selective excitat1on spectroscopy 

based on the excitation of an atomie species using a laser 

beam tuned to a transition trom the energy level of the atomie 

1pecies toa higher level. The increased density of the 

excited level results in an increase of the radiation 

originating trom transitions from thi'3 excited level to lower 

levels. fhis raise in radiat1on is called fluorescence 

radiation. 

In figur~ 2.1 a simplified levPl diagram of krypton I is 
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')i·.;en. It the density of t,r,e ·2~'k atoms in rhis diagram is 

i~rittcn as 

I 
r\=nk +n 

,o ~ 
(2.1) 

wr,er;::: n k,o is the densit/ in the absence of the laser 

beam 

nK is the incre~s~ in density caused by the 

l3ser beam 

and using the following assumptions: 

:;timulat.E"•1 emission trom levelk t.o level i is negligible 

- the relotive decrease of the density , or depopulation, of 

lsi -atoms by the the laser induc~d transition is small 

the increase in density is given by 

-...,1~---------------T-- 2PK 

ÄaSOOPTION <BIK) 

SPCXITANEOUS EMISSION (AKI) SPONTANEOUS EMISSION (ÄKJ) 

ENERGY 

FIGURE 2.1 Simplified level diagram of krypton 1. (Not to 

scale.) Two ls levels and one 2p level are shown as 
well as the various transition coefficients. 
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(2.2) 

where Bik is the Einstein coetficiPnt tor absorption 

I~k is th~ energy 1ensity of the laser beam 

(energy per unit volume) 

Ak is the total transition probobility of level 

k 

"l'"k 
lre the densities at atoms in level i and k, 

respectively. 

The salution to equation 2.2 is 

(2.3) 

.. ~fter a time which is given by Akt=5 the density nk has 

reached 99.3% of 1ts final valuP.. Using Ak=43e6 s_, (figure 

1.1) this time is 120 ns at most for the 2pk levels 

If an equilibrium has been reached, then 

~n•- = r) >\ (2.4) 
èt 

must hold, and this reduces equation 2.2 to 

"k = 13'-~,JlkYlc: (2.5) 

fik 
or 

(2.6) 

The fluorE>scence rad1ation, <fk~ (number of photons emitted per 
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laser power PL 1n the 1 mbar tube. Parameter is the 

time, where t=O is the start ot the afterglow. (VES 
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unit time per unit volume) is given by 

Al<·\ i 
-= A k t: 1c: I~k n • 

j 1\ L 
t.., I( 

( 2.]) 

~herP Aki is the Einstein coeffici~nt for spontaneous 

transmission from lev~! k to lev~l j. 

Equ:Jtion 2.7 '3hows a linear relation between the fluorescence 

ra,jiation 3nd the laser power. lo check the validity of the 

:~ssumpt1ons made in deriving equation 2.2, the fluorescence 

radiation was measured as a tunetion of thE> laser power in the 

1Ctive discharge and at a number of times in the afterglow. 

Th~ result tor the 1 mbar tube 1s shown in tigure 2.2. These 

curves :how that for laser powers lower than 2 mW the 
fluorescence signal is proportional to the laser power, so 

equation 2.7 holds. 

From equation 2.5 and the first part of equation 2.6 it 

fo 11 ows that 

n- .. .. (2.8) 

which shows that the density of the lsi atoms and the 
fluorescence radiation are proportional. The measurements ot 

the densities of the ls-atoms are based on this relation. 

2.3 THE EXPERTMENTAL SETUP 

F1gure 2.3 i3 a 1chematic diagram of the experimental setup, 

the parts of which are described in the followihg 9ections. 

2.3.1 The laser light sourr.e 

The laser system consists of an argon ion laser (Spectra 

Physics, model 171) withno waveleongth '3elector ( 11 all lines'' 
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I.JS11 

DI 

FIGURE 2.3 Schematic diagram of the e.xperimental '3etup. 
~L: Argon Laser; DL: Oye Laser; WVIS: wavelength 
Measur~ment and Stabili5ation; BS: BeamSplitter; 

A0"-1: Acoustic Opto M::>dulator; DL: Oiaphragm; 
BA: Beam Attenuator; LT: Light Trap; M: Mirror; 
HV: High Voltage power supply; CS: Computer 

controlled Switch; M): MOnochromator; 
PM: PhotoMUlt1plier; DA: Discriminat~r and 

Amplifier; TI: Timer; CO: COunters; C()il: C~ute-r; 
VOT: Video Display Terminal; MS: Mass Storage. 
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mode of operation) used as an optical pump for a single mode 
•:ontinuous wave (cw) ring dye laser (Spectra Physics, model 

3800). The argon la:;er has an adjustable output power ot 200 

rrii t0 15 W. Thi" output powt-r ot the dye laser depends on the 

used dye ond the .'lpplied optical contig,Jration; tor rhodamine 

6G the t)'pical output power is 500 mW. 
Various dye·~ a<; well as different sets of mirrors have been 

iJSed in the dye 1 aser to cover the spectra 1 range trom 550 to 

830 nm. For th~ visible part of the ~pectrum, rhodamine 6G 

lnd rhod~mine ~60 (both obtained trom Exciton) with R6G opties 

were used, ~-lhere as tor the intrared part the dye styryl 9 was 

used with L0700 opties. Although the laser ~ystem was 

regarded 35 a tool for the experiments, some study has been 

made of these dyes in combination with the laser system, with 

the following results. 

The absorption, emission and single mode laser spectra of the 

dye mixtures were measured as wen as the absorption and 

emission spectra of the solvent (methanol for rhodamine ijG and 

rhodamine 560, propylene carbonat~ (PC) for styryl 9) and the 

carrier (ethylene glycol (EG) for all dyes). As aresult from 

the lattE>r measurements, the influence of both solvents and 

carrier can be neglected (all have an almost continuous 

absorption spectrum and practically no emiss1on). 

The curves of the dyes are shown in figures 2.4 and 2.6. The 

0mission spectra have been corrected for absorption in the 

dye. Rhodamine 6G was used in a concentrat1on of 0.6 g/1 dye 

in methanol/EG (1/75) and rhodamine 560 in a concentratien of 

0.46 g/1 dye in methanol/EG ( 1175). For rhodamine 6G the sharp 

decrease of laser output below 580 nm is striking. This is due 

to the absorption of laser light in the dye solution. The 
-

laser spectrum of rhodam1ne 560 is very narrow. It is possible 

that on the blue side of the spectrum this is caused by the 

fact that the cavity opties have been optimised tor rhodamine 

6G. From the laser spectra of both rhodamines it can be seen 

that ne1ther of these dyes lasers cons1derably around the 557 
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nm line ot the krypton 2p3 -lss transition (s~e tigure 1.1). 

·eecause of this poor performance, a small amount of thodamine 

6G was added to the salution of rhodam1ne 560. ThP result1ng 

laser spectrum is shown in figure 2.5 tor three rhodamine 6G 
(Oncentrations. It can be seen that th~ spectrum is shifted to 

the red, and decreases in height to approxiamtely 50% of the 

output of the purP rhodamine 560 solut1on, but it is possible 

to shift the max. i mum of the output to t.he des i red wave 1 ength 

of 557 nm. 

The dye rhodamine 110 (obtained trom Lambda Physik), which 

;hould have- the ·3ame properties as rhodaminf." 560, wa'3 also 

tried. The output power of this dye was very low, some 40 mW 
in a concentratien of 0.83 g/1 dyc in methanol/EG (1/75). 

Adding the ~ubstance COT (Cyclo Octate fetraan) did raise the 

~100r-----------.. ~------------~ 
", ... 
:::l 
0.. ..... 
:::l 
0 50 
'
CII 
VI 
", 

Cll 

rhodamine 560 

"'8 
E 
Cll o~--~~~--~~~-----L---=~ 

~100r-------------~~ .. ------~ 
öii 
è 
0 

... 
0.. 
'-
0 
VI 

..c 
", 

FIGURE 2.4 Emission (E), absorption (A) and sin~le mode laser 
(l) spectra of the dyes rhodamine 6G (0.6 g/1, pump 
power 5 W, maximum output 500 mW) and rhodamine 

560 (0.46 g/1, pump power 5 W, maximum output 350 

nt-J) • 
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FIGURE 2.5 Single mode laser spectrum of the dye rhodamine 560 
with addition of rhodamine 6G in two 
'=Oncent.rations. 

output power by 3~ but did not improve the lifetime of the 

dye solution, which was only one day. Also, COT spread an 

unpleasant smell in the whole Iaberatory room. For these 

reasens rhodamine 110 was not used in the experiments. 

The optimum concc:ntration of styry'l 9 (obtained from Lambda 

Physik) was tound to be 0.77 g/1 dye in PC/EG (1/11), where 
the optimum concentratien is defined as the concentratien for 

which the output power is maximum (see figure 2.6). 
Optimising the laser output at 795 nm rcsult.ed in an optimum 

concentratien of 0.45 g/1 dye in PC/EG (1/11). The decrease of 

the laser output at 795 nm at higher concentrations is 

probably due to selt absorption in the dye mixture. 

The dye <Jtyryl 8 (also obtained from Lambda Physik) was also 

tested, although it was not used in the current 1nvestigat1on. 

The optimum concentration for th1s dye was found to be 0.73 

g/1 dye in PC/EG (1/8). The spectra of this dye arealso shown 
in tigure 2.6. The dashed lines in th1s figure represent the 

spectra of styryl 8 as obtained from Exciton. Laser action 

was not obtained with this dye. It is remarkable that, 
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FIGURE 2.6 Emission (E), absorption (A) and single mode la~er 

(l) spectra of the dyes styryl 8 (0.73 gil, pump 

power 5 W, maximum output 115 mW ) and styryl 9 

(0.?7 g/1, pump power 4 W, maximum output 175 mW). 
The dashed lines represent the curves of styryl 8 

ls Obtained from another manutacturer. 

although both dy~s represent styryl 8, they have clearly 
different absorption and emission spectra. 

Trying to improv~ the laser spectrum of styryl 8 by add1ng a 

small amount of styryl 9 did not result in shifting the 

spectrum but only reduced the total laser output curve. 

2. 3.? Laser output sta bi I i sa ti on and wave·l ength measurement 

The light from the dye laser 1s divided between a frequency 

and power stabilisation circuit and a separate wav~length 

measurement device. This part of the experimental setup is 
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FIGURE -~ 7 ")ingle mode laser output power at /<J4.8 nm as a 

tunetion of concentratien of the dye styryl 8. 

shown in som~ detai'l tigure 2.8. 

The output power of the dye laser is stabil i sed by 3 feedback 

loop which measures the dye laser intPnsity and regulates the 

output power of the argon pump laser. lntensity variations 

with a frequency of 10 Hz or lower are suppressed in this way. 

Measurement of the spectrum of the remaining variatien of the 

dye hser output shows peaks at multip les of the rnains power 

frequency (50 H7). The average power of these intensity 

variations ranged from -40 dB at 0 - 200 Hz to -55 dB at 800 

Hz, where the power of the variations is related to the d.c. 

power output of the dye laser. This d.c. power output shows a 

variatien of less than 2\ per hour. 

The op ti ca 1 frequency of the dyt<> 1 aser is stab1_1 i sed by a 

Stabllok unit (Spectra Phys1cs, model 389). This unit reduces 

the frequency jitter of the laser to 200 KHz. Drifting of the 

frequency is reduced by a temperature stabil1sed Fabry-Perot 

interferometer in the Stabilok unit, which keeps the frequency 

drift below 10 MHz per hour (experimenta I ·Jalue). Possible 

mode hops or malfunctioning of th~ Stabilok unit are indicated 



wH 

BS 

BS 

Al TO EXPER lteil"S 

FIGURE ~.8 Laser 3ystem. 

~L: Argon laser; DL: Oye Laser; BS: BeamSplitter; 

r:IJ: Control Unit; w-1: Wavelength Measurement; 

RI: Reference Interferometer. 

by visual and acoustic alarms. 

~s explained in appendix 2A, scanning through a frequency 

range is accomplished by varying the length of the laser 

cavity w1th two plane parallel plates. To be able to detect 

non-linearity of a scan and to be able to detect mode hops, 

the signa! of the r~~ference intE"rferometer (figure 2.8) was 

used as a frequency scale (free speetral range = 152 M-lz). 

This also enabled the determination of the actual length of a 

frequency scan. 

The wavelength of the dye laser was measured by a device based 

on the Michelson interferometer (see appendix 2B). The 
wavelength is determined by comparing the number of fringes of 

the dye laser and a helium neon laser (wavelength "' 632.817 

nm) produced while varying the length of one arm of the 

interferometer. By using a phase locked loop in the detect1on 

c1rcuitry it was possible to enhance the accuracy of the 
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wavelength measurement from 0.01 nm to 0.001 nm (MJL 85a). The 
wavelength is continuously displayed on a large LED display 

which is visible at most parts of the laboratory. 

2.3.3 Conditioning of the laser beam 

Laser pulses were obtained by passing the dye laser beam 
through an acousto optie modulator (Isomet 1201-2), which 

consists of a lead molybdate crystal in which a pulsed 

acoustic wave is generated. The wave pattern forms a 

diffraction grating for the laser beam, and. olie of the first 

order wave fronts is selected by passing it through a 

diaphragm. After applying a signal to the acousto optie 

modulator, it takes approximately 1 us for the first order 

wave front to reach full intensity. This was compensated for 

in the software that controls the experiment. 

The intensity of the laser beam passing through the discharge 

tube can be adjusted by a ring shaped variable beam attenuator 

(Jodon Eng VBA 200). 

The laser beam which passes through the discharge tube has a 

diameter of 2 mm and a divergence of approximately 0.1 mrad. 

The power of the beam was measured with a Lexel power meter, 

model 504. 

2.3.4 The discharge tube 

The experiments were carried out with discharge_tubes of which 
a longitudinal cross sectien is shown in figure 2.9. The 

electrodesof the tube are hollow. This provides an axial 
symmetrie discharge, while also making it possible to direct a 

laser beam axially through the discharge. The end windows are 

placed at Brewster's angle with respect to the axis to 

prevent direct reflection of an axial laser beam into the 

discharge volume. The cathode is made of tantalum, induced 

with tantalum oxide to prevent the scattering of tantalum 
atoms into the gas. The cathode is not externally heated to 
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FIGURE 2.~a Longitudinal cross section of a discharge tube. 

• anode; - cathode. Dimensions are 1n cm. The 

cathode is made of tantalum induced ~ith tantalum 

oxide. The tube is made of pyrex, the end ~indo~s 

of quartz. fhe overal tube length is 50 cm. 

prevent extra heating of the gas. lnstead of u~ing one tube 

with an adjustable pressure, a set of nine tubes ~as used with 

filling pr,~ssures of 0.5, 1, 5, 10, lS, :.)0, 30, 50 and 100 

mbar at :.!95 K. In this arrangelll€'nt a complex vacuum system ~as 

nat needed to reproduce or maintain the conditions in the 

discharge vessel. 

R 

TRICOE 

A 

DISCHARGE 

Tli!E 

c 

FIGURE 2.9b Electrical conneetion of the discharge tube. 
HV: High Voltage po~r supply; 

Cet1: C~uter; R: anode Resistor (640 kil); 

A: Anode; C: cathode. 
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The tubes were filled after bak1ng them out at a temperature 

of 700 K at a pressure of 1 c-7 mbar. 

Pulsed operatien was achieved by connecting a triode (type TB 

2.51300), acting as a switch, parane·l to the tube (see figure 

2. 9b). The del ay between the cutoff ~i gna I and the actua I 

wtoff is 2;us, after which the discharge ·.;oltage disappears 
in 0.2~s. An extra switch in series with the grid of this 

triode made it possible to maintain a continuous discharge. In 

earlier versionsof the tubes sputtering occurred for currents 

above U mA in the tubes with pr0ssures of 15 mbar and less. 

For this reasen the later versions were equ1pped with cathodes 

made of tantalum induced with tantalum oxide. The tubes with 

pressures above 30 mbar could not be operatcd with currents 

below 3 mA. For these reasons, all tubes ~'~€'re operated at a 
current of 5 mA, except for the 100 mbar tube which would not 

operate properly in pulsed mode at 5 mA. This tube was 

therefore operated at 4 mA. 

Some tubes exhibited a central contraction of the discharge if 

operated in pulsed mode. If such a tube was switched from 

continuous to pulsed operation, the contraction appeared only 

after approximately half a second, and remained thereafter. 

All contractions showed small stationary striations. The 

contractions were very sensitive to external influences 

(probably clectric charges); placing a finger on the tube 
caused the contraction to deviate from the axis and fellow the 

~~11 of the tube for a few centimeters, in some cases on the 

wall on which the finger was placed, in some cases on the 

opposite wall. Observing these contractions with a photod1ode 

and oscilloscope revealed that the contraction occurred during 

the 1gn1tion phase of the discharge. Therefore, these 

contract1ons could be 1gnored 1n the afterglew .exper1ments. 

2.3.5 Fluorescence detect1on 

Part of the 1nduced fluorescence track is detected with a two 
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lens system, a Jarrel Ash monochromotor and a photomultiplier 

tube. lhe lens system magnifies 4 times. lhe entrance slit of 

the monochromotor, oriented parallel to the laser beam, is B 

mm long .:~nd 40fim wide, soa sectien of the fluorescence track 

of 2mm long and lOJ;m wide was monitored. Preeautiens were 

taken to prevent light from other partsof the discharge from 

reaching the monochromator. 

To enhanc~ the resolution of the monochromator to 0.14 nm, a 

:l-0 jJm s 1 i t ~~as used i nstead of the standard 100 ,AAm s 1 it. Th is 
was necessary because the speetral lines of the 2p

3
-lss and 

the 2p:!. -lss- transition of krypton are spaeed by only 0.9 nm 

while the ratioG of their intensiti~s is approxiamtely 1:3. 

The photomultiplit'r tube is an RCA C:::1304-02 device which 

temperature was regulatt'-t1 with a Peltier cooling element at 

253 k. This type of photomultiplier is equipped with a GaAs 

photocathode, which enables the detection of radiation in the 

r·ange from 540 to 900 nm. This implies that several of the 

2p-ls transitions of krypton cannot be detected ~ith this 

tube. 

The efficiency of the lens-monochromator-photomultiplier 

system was determined with a tungsten lamp and normalised to 

the efficiency at 540 nm (HAM 84). It is graphical1y presented 

1n figure 2.10. 

2.3.6 The computer system 

Two computer systems were used: an LSI-11 based system w1th 

64K bytes of memory, and an M:68000 based system w1th 256K 

bytes of memory. Both computers are 11nked to a PDP-11/23 

computer via ::l 9600 bits per secend serial communication 11ne. 

The PDP-11/23 serves as a host system to several of these 

microcomputer systems. lhe programming system on both 

microcomputers is PtP (VER 81a, VER 81b). One of the basic 

ideas behind this system is that all mass starage (programs 

and data) should be concentrated at the host computer. That 

such a programming system should provide for user protection, 
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FIGURE 2.10 Efficiency of the detection system 

(lr:-ns-monochromator-photomult1plier) as a function 

of the wavelength. The efficiency is normalised to 

1 for 540 nm. 

Hhich it does not in its present version, was found out the 

hard way during the experiments when a data file and later 

some programs were lost. On the ether hand, the transition 
from the LSI-11 to the MC68000 computer required almast no 

modification to the programs because the PEP system was 

ava1lable for both processors. fhis transition was made 

because the LSI-11 has a limited memory address1ng capab1lity. 

The task of the computer system consists of the on and off 
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sw1tching of the discharge tube and the acousto optie 

modulator, and the programming of as well as reading the 

accumulated data from th~ counters. 
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2.+ THE RAUgl PROFILE') i)F fHE L-\lef-1 UI:.NSITlES 

fhe radlal 0rof1 les of th0 ls-Jtom denslt1es h~v~ been 

determ1n0d by measuring the fluorescence radlation 

of tne ~1~charge wn1 Ie 1rrad1at1ng th0 d1scharge with a laser 

b~am tuned to 1 2p-ls transition an~ the monochromator to 
another .::o-ls tr:'ln~.1t1on, in or•ier to v;oid measuring or 

scattcrea lasPr light as fluor~scPnce radiation. 

rhe r;:.r•)files were obtained by di·5placing the discharge tube 

parallel to the laser beam 1see t1gur~ 2.3). Due to retraction 

ot the fluorescence radlation by the tuhe wall, the actual 

di sp 1 acement ot the moni tored 'o l urne is not <:•qua 1 to the 

displacement of the tube. Staenhuysen tSlE 79) has measured 

this diff~-:rence and found that 1t 1s 1lways le:;s than 0.2 mm. 

~sa turther test, the tube was d1sp1aced along the axis of 

the lens ~;stem in one case; the m~asured pr0t1le agreed 

within the exper1mental error w1th thJt obtained by the first 

method. 

For all ls-atoms, the curve of the intensity of the 

f luorescence radiation as a function M the laser power ~"as 

determined. For the measurements a l.lser power was used that 

was in thr: linear part of this curve. For some wavelcngths, a 

correct1on was necessary because ot the attenuation of the 

laser b~am in the discharge. 

The results obtained for the ls~ and ls~ atoms in the 0.5 and 

1 mbar tubes are presented in figure 2.11, where the densit1es 

are normalised to the density on the tube axis. In these 

graphs a zero order Bessel tunetion is also presented (see 

equation l.lü), as well as the results from Scheibner (SCH 
77), who performed the measurements in a 0.66 mbar tube with a 

discharge current of 20 mA. ~~ remarkable feature of hi '3 

n~sults is the fact that the density does not approach zero 

near the tube wa 11. Thi s may be ·::!ue to the fact that hi s 
apparatus does not. prevent light scatt.ered from the tube wall 

from entPring the dctect1on system, as well as a rclatively 

large probe beam (2 mm beam diameter compared to a 10 mm tube 

diameter) obtained trom a krypton discharge lamp. 
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:teenhuysen (STE 79) has suggest~d that the radial density 
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FIGURE 2.lla,b Radial dens1ty profiles of the 1:::; r- (M) and ls 4 

(RI atoms· ·in .the 0.5 and 1 mbar tubes in the 

d1scharge. The profiles are normalised to ni(O). 

The results of Scheibner and the zero order 

Bessel function are also shown. 
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FIGURE 2.llc f"leasurement of the normalised lss(M) atom 

dens1t1es in the 0.5 mbar tube compared to the 
Gaussian-like function of equat1on 2.10 and the 

=ero order Bessel funct1on. 

where x=r/R is the relative distance from the tube 

axis 

a,b are constants. 

An objection against this formula 1s the fact that it does not 
become zero for x=l. A slight heur1stic correction is 

therefore proposed in which a linear funct1on Nhich connects 
the origin and the original function at x=l, is ~ubtracted 
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trom ~.9, resulting in 

n.( x) .., n.( U :1 [e 
' I. 

b 
Q.)(' -Q.. 

x.e 1 

ïhe paraffi€'t'""l"'3 a and b h,1·v,:: ber~n determlnE'd for the 135" 

(2.10) 

rjens it y 1 n tht2 0.!::. mbar tube by a 1 cast squarr:>s methad, 

result1ng 1n a=3.5t.!O.ü3 and b=2.229t.O.Ou.J. The measured 

profile, the zero order B~s~el tunetion as wel I as the 

Gau'3sian-1ik0 tunr::tion w1th the above parameters are compared 

in figure 2.1lc. As can be seen in this graph equation 2.10 is 

a more accuratt:· tunetion tor expre-:::.swg the measured radial 

density distribution than the zero order Bessel function. 

2.5 i.I..B:·.oLUTE DENSirlES OF fHE lS-ATüMS IN THE ACTIVE DISCHARGE 

The absolute densities ot the ls-atoms have been determined as 

fo llows: 

First, the relative densities ot the tour ls-atoms w1th 

respect to one another tor all tubes were determined. Then the 

absolute value of one ls-atom density in one tube was 

(.1eterm1ned, and all other absolute densities in all tubes were 

determined using th1s one absolute density and the relative 

densities. 

fhe relative densities were determ1ned w1th the ~xperimental 

setup shown 1n tigure 2.3. ln s~ction 2.2 the following 

re1at1on between the density of ls-atomic species i and the 

fluorescence radiation was obtained 

n . .,. A~lc ~· t2.6) 
(. -'B· l'L A\ . <.Ie L.IC \(l 

Us1ng the relation between the Einstein coefficients Aki and 

8ïk 
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(2 .11:1 

eQuation 2.8 teeomes 

~2.12) 

Table 2.1 lists the tronsit1on'J ls,-2Pk and 2pk-lsj that were 
u5ed in thr: o:-xperiments. 

TABLE 2.1 lransitions used in the detcrminat1on ot the 

relative densities of the ls atom<::. in the active 

ls a torn 

ls5" 
154 

ls 3 
15 2. 

TABLE 

discharge 

transition (Wa';elength, nm) 

irradiated fluorescence 

lss- -2p~ t811..3) 2p'3 -ls.r (811.3) 

lst., -2pt (819.0) 2pb -1 sS" (760. 1 J 

ls
3 

-2p4 t806.0) 2p'i -ls 2. (850.9) 

ls
2 

-2p3 (828.1) 2p3 -ls1 (785.5) 

Total angular momenturn quanturn number (J) and 

statist1cal weight (g) of the 2p levels of table 

2.1 

level J g 

2p9 1 '~ 
.) 

2p6 1 ':.' 
J 

2plt 
,., 

5 .::. 

2p'j 3 7 
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The detect•:d number l)f f 1 uorescence photons per unit ti mf:, 

Á· , i:. n~·l Jted to tht' number of r I uorescence phot.ons emi tted 
J 

per unit ·;olurne per un1t time as 

~~he re ?~ is the ~~tficiency of the detection system 

as determined by the geometry of the setup 

?ki is th(· ct ti c1 •::ncy of the detection system 

33 deter-mined by the detected wavelength 

V is the volume being mon1tored. 

The relation between the laser power , Pik' and the energy 

density, lik' is given by 

(2.14) 

where c is the speed ot light 

~ is the cro~s sectionat area of the laser 

beam. 

Substituting 2.13 and 2.14 in 2.12 results in 

n (2.15) 

The factor between parentheses depends on the geometry of the 

setup only. fhe ratio of ~wo ls-atom densities can then be 

derived as 

nt -~ A\c AYV\nG~ ~ ~ 11.~ .hln. ~ ~ (2.16) 
1
\ A Y\'1 Ak~ Aki ~w." 1~<l ? ~\c À~ k '11< 'à~ 



~ihere the lsi-~Pk ,md the ls~-.2pl'n t:ransitions are 

irradiated and th~ 2pk-l~r and the 2pM-ls~ 

transit1ons are monitored. 

From ~.15 it can be 3een that a linear relation should exist 

between the IJser poli'ler and the tluort~scence signal. Measuring 

this relation results 1n curves as shown 1n tigure 2.12, where 

it can be seen that this relat1on is not linear. lherefore, 

the slop~ of th1s curvP Jt the origin was used tor the rJtio 

fi\liPzk· 

400 200 

:m 
IFW 

:KCOUNTS/S) 

200 

100 

0 

0 

150 

IFW 

(KCOUNTS/S) 

100 

50 

2Pg-1s5 
20 t13AR .. 

0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 1.0 

PL.ASER 

( r-tl) 

FIGURE 2.L!a,b Fluorescence radiation IF"Luas a tunetion of 

laser power PL for two 2p-ls transit1ons in the 
act1ve discharge in the 20 mbar tube. 
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In deriving 2.16, the assumption has been made that the 

geometricil factor in 2.15 is constant. Measuring the 

fluorescence t<1diation as a tunetion of the laser pm'IP.r tor ~_/------- ' 
_ .. / 

)11 tubes involves th•~ exrhange r)t discharge tubes 1~~----

~etup, w1th the po,qibility of a change 1n geometry. Checking ( 

the reproduc1b1lity of the measurements reveilled that this is 

the ma1n souree of error for the ratios ot the densities with 

a va 1 ue •.;t 15 to 20%. 

A further cons1deration concerns the width of the 11ne profile 

')f the eKclted 2p-ls transition; because the FWf\11 tFull Width 

at Halt Ma.x.1mum) of the speetral line 1s mU<~h larger than the 

FWI-fvl of th•:· l.lser 1 i ne, a correct i on has to be made for the 

transit1on probability Ak[ in 2.16. All measurements were done 

with the laser tuned to the wavelength corresponding to the 

top ot the profile of the speetral line. furthermore, the 

profi Ie ot ·~ach speetral 1 ine was scanned by the dye laser to 

determine its shape , an example of which is shown in figure 

2.13. In appendix 2C the following relation is derived for the 

effective transition probability Ak~,et~ 

-- :ki (Vo) A ktL\))L 

J ~i ()J)cl)l 
() 

where F 1 "'') kl \.~0 

Q) 

is the maximum heigth of the speetral 

profile 

JFkiü,)dl> is the area under the speetral profile 
0 

4'YL is the wi dth of the laser 11 ne. 
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GAuSSIAN PROFILE 

REFERENCE ETALOO 

( FREQUENCY SCALE) 

FIGURE 2.13 Profile of the speetral line of the 2p~-ls~ 
transition. The profile of a Doppler broadened 

line profile is also shown. Both profiles have the 

same area. Below the profiles 1s the 5ignal of the 

reference interferometer used as a frequency 

scale (see appendix 2A). 
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The transition probabilities in 2.16 therefore have to be 

replaced by equation 2.17, resulting in 

co 

(}.. :c: A\< qOI~ ~~/)-}d'J ~l (v~) AW'I'II'\ :bi 2MI! 1\lt) 
(}k A\'\'1 Ak~ 

00 

Ak~ ~i'~" ?k5 '~'zk 1 ~)))) c\}1 Fkl (vo) 
6 

t2.1U) 

The factors Fk~:Lv,J are 9l'JE:n in table 2.3 
OI) 

1 ~(}l)d)l 
0 

TABEL ~.3 Correction tactars Fkl (vó) in GHz -• ( fhe marked 
OI> 

Pres surf· 
(mbar) 

0.5 

1 

5 

10 

15 

20 

30 

50 

100 

j F~(y)Jv 
Cl 

~alue the tirst column has been obtained by 

extrapolation of the values in this column) 
1 .• 
s~ -.:.p-3 

1 .. , s - p6 ·.:., ... 1" - ... p -·~ <... lof ls -2p 
2 1 

0 -.,5 .. ,/._ 1.285 0.649 1.445 

o. 700 1.215 0.530 1. 338 

0.625 0.845 1),600 0.964 

0.607 0.671 0.450 0. 709 

0.651 0.464 0.601 0.528 

0.576 0.391 0.45? 0.460 

0.565 0.303 0.430 0.336 

0.505 0.207 0.487 0.260 

0.466 0.135 0.362 0.181 
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To get ~n impress1on of the accuracy nf these correction 

factors, somt=- 11ne protil'''S were S(anned twice. fhe correction 

factors d~r1ved from these secend scans d1ttered only by a tew 

percent with those obtained trom the first. 

~s m~nt1oned above, the absolute density of one ls-atomic 

spec1es has to be determined in order to be able to compute 

the absolutt" densities of all other ls-atoms. The ls;-2P<3 

transition was used to determine the absolute value of the ls~ 

density n because the absorption tor this line was convenient . M 
in all tubes, and because this transition is the only 

transition between the 2pg level and ~l ls leve·!. Also, the 

discharge in the 20 mbar tube is r~latively stabie and 

homogeneaus. fhe Jbsorption was measuret1 by d1recti ng a laser 

beam along the axis of the discharge tube (see figure 2.9), 

with and w1thout a discharge present, and measuring the 

intensity of the laser beam 1n both cases. For the 

attenuation of the intensity I(l) of the laser beam by 

partiele species i after traversing a distance 1 through an 

absorbing medium the follo",.ing relation holds 
----...... 

(2.19) 

C6 is the cross sectien for photon absorption. 

~0 in this equat1on must be corrected for the speetral width 

of the laser beam in the same way as the transition 

probability in equation 2.16. ln appendix 20 the following 

expression 1 s deri ved for the effective cross s.ection ~~ff 

G;,,(*'" l="~(vó) .,;; ~ n.k À)}L (2.20) 

r~l~dY BiJ ~i 
~'ere Ak 01s the total transition probabilty of level 

2pk 



Using Ak :::- 35e6 'r' (see tigure l.li and the corresponding 

correction factor trom table 2.3, the effective cross sectien 

~-efr "" 7. :39e-16 m 'l. t2.21) 

Using for the absorption length 1 the 1Jlue 14.5 cm, ~hich is 

the distJnce between the electredes ot the discharge tube (see 

figure 2.9), the absolute density of the 1~~ atoms in the 20 

mbar tube was found to be 

n "' 1.83t>16 /m'l 
M 

(2.22) 

The absolute densities derived from these results are 

presented in table 2.4. 

TABLE 2.4 Absolute densities of the ls atoms in the discharge 

pressure density 

{mbar,~ (..; le /Ç" "3 ' 
/ffi ) 

lsç lsl.f ls~ ls 2 

0.5 438 8.9 7 33.4 3.34 

1 51.9 9.16 29.8 3.25 
5 13.4 4.10 2.12 0.320 

10 11.2 3.95 1.36 0.210 

15 14.2 3.4/ 1.10 0.146 

20 18.3 3.67 0.998 0.0980 

30 18.2 3.48 o. 737 0.0902 

50 19.9 3.43 0.467 0.0911 

100 6.87 1.53 0.0874 0.0138 
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2.6 THE rlHE. DEPENDENeE OF THE 1S-DEI~:5ll [ES 

The t1me dependenee of the ls-atom densit1es was determ1ned in 

th~ att~rglow using the setup shown in figur~ 2.3. The 

di schargt7 13 switche•j on and oft' lïy the computer. The on-time 

of the discharge· na::. a lower limit of 5 ms because of the time 

needed by the computer to read data trom the counters and 

reprogram thc timers wh1ch determ1ne th~ ~xperiment 

parameter:;. 

The t1me organisation of the experiments is 5hown 

schematically in tigure 2.1~. Ev0ry cycle consistsof n+1 

subcycles, where n is the number of channels to be measured. A 

chann€'1 in th1s context is ;, tim(' interval during which 

photons are countect. The wi(jth of a ch<.mnel has a lower limit 

of l".us, determined by the hardware. Ouring the first 
subcycle, the background plus fluorescence radiation in 

channel 1 is measured (laser is on during channel 1). fhe rest 

of this fitst subcycle is not used for meC~surements, because 

of the possïble disturbance of locJI conditions in the plasma 

during laser irradiation. During the next subcycle the 

background radiation in channel 1 is measured first and 

subsequently the background plus fluorescence radiation in 

channel two is measured. The rest of the second subcycle is 

not used for the same reason. If there are n channels, then 

after n subcycles all the background plus fluorescence 

radiation of all channels have been measured, as Heli as the 

background radiation of channel~ 1 to n-1. Therefore, one last 

subcycle is needed to measure the background radiation in 

channel n. 

Detection of a photon in a certain time interval is a 

stochastic event. The number ot photons per unit time, Nph, is 

given by 

(2.23) 
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DISCHARGE DISCHARGE 

DISCHARGE ON!OFF 

lAsER ON/OFF 

SLiBcYCLE 1 

fllX.lRESCENCE+sACKGROLMl ;; 
CQ\.!'fTER I I.__ I ___________ _ 

----~n~--------~-_ ____.n..____~_ 
Sl.mcYcLE 2 

FIGURE 2.14 fime organisation of the krypton afterglolf4 

e:x.periments. One complete cycle is sholf4n. 

is the total number of photons detected 

i n a ti me t tot . 
The error, A N~, is then gi ven by 

(2.24) 
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FoY' th1 ·:; rpason the number of cyc 1 è5 had in some cases to be 

chosen as large as 5ûü00 which, with a typical cycle time of 

12 ms and 20 channels, adds up toa duration of approximately 

four hour5 for 50me experiments. For a typical experiment this 

time was ilpproximately one hour. 

The re sul ts of these meJsurements ·:i re presented in fi gures 

2.15 to 2. 22. In <:.·Ome cases, insufficient accuracy was 

obtaint>d even after an C>Çtremely large number of cycles. lhis 

was the case for most of the 'tails' of the decay curves, for 

higher pressures, and especially fortheresonant RandT 

atoms. 

In the tube wi th a f i 11 "irlg pressure of 100 mbar the decay of 

the resonant atoms could not be rr~asured accurately due to the 

low fluorescence radiation. Also, th1s tube exhibited a rather 

unstable discharge, even at a reduced current of 4 mA. 

Therefore, most results do net include this tube. 

In fîgure 2.23 the decay of the metastab le !"' atoms is 

presented with the tube fill î ng pressure as parameter. From 

this graph it can be seen that the decay i 5 taster for highE-r 

pressures. A remarkable curve in this respect is the one for 

the 10 mbar tube, which is the only one that rises at the 

start of the afterglow. A possible explanation is deferred to 

chapter 4. 
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FIGURES 2.15 - 2.18 Decay curves of the 1s atom densities in the 

afterglew for pressures of 0.5, 1, 5 and 10 mbar. 
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FIGURES 2.19 - 2.22 Decay curves of the ls atom densities in the 

afterglow for pressures of 15, 20, 30 and 50 mbar. 
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FIGURE :.23 Decay curves for the density of the lst (M) atoms 

in th0 afterglow; parameter is the pressure. 

2.7 THE ELECTRON OENSITY ANO ENERGY 

In the l;;ttf.' atterglow the molecular ion density is supposed tö 

be much larger than the atom1c ion density. The dominant 

destruction process for the molecular ions then is the 

dissociative recombination, and the electron density equals 

the molecular ion density. This process populates the 2p 

levels, and therefore the intensity of the speetral lines 

corresponding to 2p-ls transitions (the background radiation) 

depends on the number of dissociative recombinations per unit 

time. The balance equation of this process reduces with the 

3bove assumptions to 
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FIGURE 2.24 Th0 reciprocal of the square root of the 

fluorcscence radiation intensity as a function of 

time for the 5 and 20 mbar tubes. 

(2.25) 

which has a salution that can be written as 

- o<
1
t + constant (2.26) 

From equation 2.25 it can be seen that the number of photons 

emitted by this process is proportional to n~. Plotting the 
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reciprocal of the square root of the intensity of a 2p-ls 

transition JS a func:tion of the time should therefore result 

in .;t ~traight Jin•?. This has been rjonc tor the 2pg-l·:.s

transit1on in the 5 mbar and the 20 mbar tubes. The results 

are shown in f1gure 2.24. For the 5 mbar tube a linear 

relationship holds after 0.5 ms, tor the 20 mbar tube this is 

true after 0.025 ms. It can be concluded then that only the 
dissociJtive recombination is significant after thE'se times, 

and also thJt the electron energy has relaxated to a constant 

value, because the dissociati~e recombination constant ~1 
depends on thi3 energy (see section 1.3.5). 
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APPEWir. 2.iJ, [qE U\SEk FREüUEicJ\.:Y Sl ABILt.)AflOI~ AND SCANNING 

The dye laser is of the ring cavity type. ln this type a 

travel1ng wave ex1sts in a four-m1rror ravity as opposed to 

the familiar stan~i1ng wave cavitic:s. t':il'·e figure 2A.1.) lhis 

dllows for a more etticient u~e of the dye stream 1no spatial 

hole burningJ whlch results in a higher output power. The 

cavity lengthof the laser, ll'lhich b approximatc:ly 1.5 m, is 

continuously fine adjust!ê'd by mirror 1"12 which is mounted on a 

pi ezo cr]sta 1, and by the dua 1 paralle I p 1 att:•s mounted on 

galvanometeTs. Because only Uv~ wc:ue ttavelling from 1"'13 to ~114 

is coupled out by mi rror 1"14, 1 a~,,_;r let i on 1 nvo 1 ving the wave 

travell1ng in the opposite direction is suppressed by the 

unidirectional device. 

ffi 
* 

I 

1 
I 

&} ~------0-- *ffi 
f\W LASER BEN1 I 

t 

Ml *ffi 

r<=iliJ-11--D TO EXPER lr-ENT 

113 
lil FE SE BF &} 

FIGURE 2A.l Dye laser cavity and Stabilok unit schematic. 

wavelength tuning is accomplished by the birefringent filter, 

which rotates the polarisat1on of only the selected wavelength 

by a multip'le of 21Y, and by the scanning etalon (a Fabry-Perot 

interferometer), which has an adjustable spac1ng between the 

plates. The thin etalon (also a Fabry Perot interferometer) 

pr·events mode hops during scan operation. The (co)operation of 
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these devices in obtaining a single frequency is shown in 

figure 2A.2. The transmittunc0 of the birefringent filter, 

scanning etalon and fine etalon is max1mum at one frequency 

whlch ~~e kets the cavity modt: in wh1ch IC~ser action wi 11 take 

place. 

B!REFR!NGENT 

FILTER 

~ 

11 I I I lil I I 11 11 l~"w~ 

_______ ___JL--_______ l.ASER Cl1I1'UT 

FIGURE 2A.2 Cooperation between the various optica! 

components in the laser cavity to achieve single 

mode laser operation. The location of the maximum 

of the fine etalon is fixed. The other elements 

are adjustable in this respect. 



Scanning of the output frequency involves changing the length 

of the cavity. This is accomplished by rotating the dual 

parallel plates in opposite direct1ons, thereby changing the 

optical path length in and bet~-1een the plates without changing 

the location ot the beam on either side of the plate assembly. 

~..Javelt'èngt.h stab1lisation i''i accomplished with two Fabry Perot 

interter-ometers. The first etalon, the teference 

interferomet~r, 15 optimised for highest optica! gain in the 

visible and intrared part of the spectrum and has therefore a 

free speetral range of 500 lvfHz and i:A low finesse. The cavity 

modes are separated by 200 MHz, so five mode hops HOuld bring 

the laser to the same relative position on the second fringe 

from the initia! fringe of this interferometer. The second 

etalon, the slave interferometer, has a FSR of 10 GHz and a 

high finesse. lt the laser tries tomode hop, the Stabilok 

electranies use the signal of this interferometer to return 

the laser to the original mode, after which the reference 

interferometer takes over again. 
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APPEf..OIX 2B WA.VELENGTH HEASUREM:NT 

The wavelength of the laser is measured using a device which 

consists b,):Jlcally of two r"'·ichelson 1nti:~rferometers. (See 

figure 2B.l.) In one the dye laser produces fringes, while in 

the other fr i nges are pr oduced by a Hel\le las er whi eh acts as a 

wavelength standard. In both interferometers the fringes are 

detected by photodiode5. The two laser beams are optically 

dtstinguished by perpendicular polar1sations. rhe length of 

one mutual leg of the interferorneters is continuously varied 

from 9 to 1~· cm and back, which produce5 J)UI Sl"' trains from the 

photodiodes. Aftcr cond1tioning these signals they are ted to 

two independent phase locked loop tPLL) circuits 1figure 

2B.2). lhese circuits use internal oscillators with an 

LASER 

rt1 

FIGURE 2B .1 Sc he mat i c di a gram of the doub Ie f"1i che 1 son 

interferometer used for measuring the wavelength 

of the dye laser. 
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DYE LASER 

P!J 

P!J 

FIGURE 2B.2 Bleek diagram of the electronic part of the 

wa·.;elength measuring device. 

adjustabl~ frequency which is 10 times larger than that of the 

diode signals. lhe signals from these oscillators are fed to 

counters. If, by external influence~ or misalignements, a 

photodiode misses one ar more fringes, the oscillators of the 

corresponding PLL still provides signals to tts counter. Only 

if too many fr1nges are missed and the PLL is unable to loek 

in on the signa 1 , a measuremnt is re jected. Under nor·ma 1 

eperating conditions three fringes are missed at the most 

during each scan. 

The number of fringes of the dye laser determine the number of 

fringes of the HeNe laser to be counted. Because the 

wavelength is proportional to the invetse of the number of 

fringes counted, the wavelength of the dye laser, ~D' is given 
by 

(28.1) 

where À1-1 is the wavelength of the HeNe laser 

nH,nl:> is the number of counted fringes of the 

HeNe laser and the dye laser, respectively. 
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Using -\.4=632.017 nrn and n0 '"632817, tormul a 2B.l reduces to 

(2B.2i 

Thcrcfore, counting the numbcr of fringes at th~ HeNe laser 

and dividing this number by thousand yields the wavelengthof 

the dye la.>er in nm. In the waveh:n9t.h rneasur~~ment device, 

this is accomplished by a six stage BCD counter, where the 

div1sion by lüOO is 'performed' by placing the decimal Jigit' 

between the third and fourth digit. 

Improving the accuracy of the device can be accomplished by 

increasing the frequency of the internal oscillators of the 

PLL's. The analog part of the electranies lthe photodiode 

signal conditioning) does not have to be changed. 
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APPENDIX :2C CORRECT ION OF THE lR.J\NSITlON PROBABI UTV A kl 

Scanning the l1ne profile ot a 2p-ls transition is 
accomplished by 1rradiating thc plasma with a laser beam tuned 

to th·is trans1t1on while monitoring th<~ intensity of a line 

which originates in the 2p level. The result is a intensity 

vPrsus frequency curve as shown in figure 2.13. The total 

transition probability for this 'lîne, ~'ki' is then given by 

~ 

Akc: · kJ Ftv.1d» (2C.l) 
0 

•~here k is a proportionalïty cons'tant. 

Actually the curve should be deconvoluted with the 

frequency profile of the laser output, but because this 

profile is much more narrow than that of the speetral line 

i200 kHz as compared to 5 GHz), the laser line is considered 

to be a delta-function. 

The transition probability in 2C.l also satisfies 

~ 

Aki:= fAki('y)dy 
0 

(2C.2) 

where Akt(Y) is the transition probability per unit 

frequency interval. 

The relation between the maximum intensity of the profile and 

the maximum transition probabi11ty is 

(2C.3) 

Hhere ~ is the central frequency of the profile. 
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B.:-cause dW'ing the m~::asurernent ot Uk fluoröcence -:;ignal the 

l;J'~d· ·is ttmf.·d to the central ft('qLtency, 16, the 

effectl;.:: Lran~;ltion probabilit.y, i~kiletr , h 'Ji,.(;n bi 

~"lhen:: AvL i·:; tht'! speetral width ·A the laser· beam. 

ComtHiing equat1ons .2C.l to 2C.4 yH:Ids tor .'\l.ci>-ett 
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APFENOIX 20 ~~ORREt:TION FOR fHE PHOTON ABSORPTiürJ CROS'; SECTION 

In genefal the cross sectien tor photon absorption per unit 

fl't::qw':r~~:y 1ntervdl is given b/ (se.::(~·~· OEf"! U2) 

() ~ )J) ;.·.· hY~ B ·· tg (Y ·· Y ... ) -- tic ... c 
(20.1) 

wher<:' h is Planck s con:.L:mt 

)Ie is the centra 1 frequency ot' the absorption 

1 i ne 

g(y --)IC') 

is the normalis~d line profile with 
"CC 

J SJ())--V0 ) eh>: I 
c 

Using equat1on 2.11 and integrating 20.1 over al I frequencies 

the tot.J I •.:n)S5 section, (J~ , is found to be 

(20.2) 

The cross section per un1t ffequency interval at the centre of 

the line is relateJ to the cross sectien in equation 2.19 as 

(20.3) 

The ratio of the cross sectien at the central frequency as 

measured ~-4Hh the laser and the total cross section is equal 

to the corr~ttion factors discussed in section 2.4, thus 

(20.4) 
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Combining ~0.3 and 20.4 yields for thc central cross section 

(20.5) 

CJ 
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CHAPTER 3 
t-DDEL CALCULATIONS ON AFTERGLOWS 

In this chapter a numerical model is developed, based 

on the processes described in chapter 1. The boundary 
and initial conditions are given, as well as the 

values for the various reaction coefficients. The 

partial decay frequency is introduced as a means for 

interpreting the contributions of the various 

processes to the total decay. Finally, a computer 

program to perform the calculations is described. 

3.1 BALANCE EQUATIONS OF PARTICLE DENSITIES AND ELECTRON 
ENERGY 

If the contributions of all the processes in chapter 1 are 

added for each kind of partiele {1s-atoms, charge carriers and 

electron energy) then the following, so called balance 

equations result: 

lsç atoms 

0(1"' = t ~ ~2n di ffusi on 
0F \'\~V 11 

'2. - .J-n~nM three body collisions 

-Ö:MNn'l.- (). n n collisions between metastable 
N Ms n s 

atoms 

- (KnR + K~ + KMï)n nM 
alom coupling from level M 
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.!_st, atoms 

electron coupling from level 

M 

+ (KRMnR + K511 n5 + KT'HnT)n% . 
atom coupl1ng to level M 

+ (E nn + E n + E_IMn~,·ne 
RM ,... SM S 

+ K n n 
NP ~ M 

( 3 .1) 

electron coupling to level M 

excimer forming 

dissociative recombination 

radiation trapping 

- (KRM + KR~ + KRT)n n~ 
alom coupling from level R 

- (ERM + ERS + ERi)nenR 
electron coupling from level 

R 

+ (K n + K5 n + K~n1)na. 
MR M R s I" 0 

atom coupling to level R 

+ (EMRnN + ESRnS + ETRnT)n~ 
electron coupling to level R 

exc1mer forming 
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dissociative recombination 

(3.2) 

ls~ atoms 

dOs = + "Ds \1'2.~ ditfusion 
ó+ ()'a 

- j-s n~n~- three body collisions 

1.. 
-~s n<J>- 6'~nnn5 collisions between metastable 

atoms 

- (K~,.., + KSR + K:-iT)n~nS 
atom coupling from level S 

- (E">M + ESR + Esr)nens 

electron coupling from level 

s 
+ ( K n + K n + K..,.,... n

1
) n ~ 

~ M Rs R. ·~ 6 
atom coupling to level S 

+ (E n + E n + E < nT)ne. 
Ns n RS R ~~ 

+ K n n 
SP~ S 

(3.3) 
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electron coupling to level S 

excimer forming 

dissoc1at1ve recombination 



_!_?2 atoms 

atomie ions 

radiation trapping 

- (K + K ~ K_ ) 
TM TR . Ts n'}nl 

atom coupling from level T 

- (E + E + E~s>nhnr 
TM îR I. ..... 

electron coupling from level 

T 

+ (K n + K n + K~nc)n~ 
rMM TRR ·~~ n 

atom coupling to level T 

+ (E n + E n.., + E n )ne 
Tl'? t1 TR '" Ts S 

+ K n n 
TP 'à T 

+ f"" n n T"'7. e ·4 

( 3.4) 
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electron coupling to level T 

excimer forming 

dissociative recombination 

ambipolar diffusion 

ion conversion 

atomie ion recombination 



+ l (1-g) [6'-- n.n. collisions between metastable 
.: i-- M,L.;\ L J ~.w S'" 1 s atoms 

(3.5) 

molecular ions 

(3.6) 

electrons 

(based on equation 1.1) 

electron energy 
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ambipolar diffusion 

ion conversion 

dissociative recombination 

collisions between metastable 
atoms 

(3. 7) 

interactions with gas atoms 



interaction with atomie and 

molecular ions 

+U I (ln(Ue M,) 0 n 2n e- -- Q V I 
') W\ .. U I 
lfle. '"'e ' 

diffusion cooling 

(3.8) 

3.2 BOUNOARY AND INITIAL CONOITIONS 

It is assumed that the ls atoms lose their internal energy 

after reaching the wall of the tube. Also, electrens and ions 

recombine at the walls. Therefore, the following boundary 

cond1t1ons are used with the balance equations of the 

preceding section: 

n-(R,t)=O 
L 

where i=M,R,S or T for the ls atoms 

i=1,2,e for the charge carriers 

R is the radius of the discharge tube 

(3.9) 

Note: because the model calculations are performed for a f1xed 

value of z, this coordinate is dropped from the 
equations. 

No physically meaningfull boundary condition has been found 
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for the electron energy. The en~rgy at the wall is therefore 

con~uted by a second order extrapolation from the calculated 

profile near the wall. 

In the preceding chapter an experimental determination of the 

radial distribution of the ls atoms is described (section 

2.4). The result is best approximated by the Gaussian-like 

function 

6 
-Q'I( -\)... 

n-(r,O)=n.(O,O)[ae - xe l 
I. l. 

(3.10) 

where i=M,R,S ór T 

a,b are tunetion parameters 

ni(O,O) is the density on the axis in the 
discharge as determined experimentally 

(see sectien 2.5). 

In section 1.2.1, the initial distribution function was 

found to be 

ni(r,O)=ni (0,0) J
0 

('E.jJ1 ) (3.11) 
where J

0
(x) is the ~ro order Bessel function 

is the first zero of this function 

Both conditions, 3.10 and 3.11, have been used as starting 

conditions for the model calculations. 

Zaitsev et al (ZAI 79) have measured the radial profile of the 

electrens and found a Bessel function for these particles. 
Because of the quasi neutrality, Bessel functions have also 

been used for the profiles of the atomie and molecular ions. 
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The initial profile of the electron energy has been chosen 

parabalie (DEN 76). Measurements of Zaitsev et al (ZAl 79) 

îndicate that this is correct. The profile is gîven by 

U (r,O) e (3.12) 

If the radial profile of the electrons, written as ne(O,O) x 

fe(r), in the active discharge is known, then the density of 

the electrans on the tube axis can be determined as fellows: 

The number of electrons, Ne, with drift velocity VJ that pass 

through a cross sectien of the tube per unit time is given by 

R 

Ne= J vclne(O,O)fe (r) 211'r dr 
0 

(3.13) 

The relation between the current through the discharge, i, and 

the density on the tube axis is then given by 

. 
n (0 0) = t (3.14) 

<2 ' e rvd ~c (·c-) !).1'1'1" dr 
c) 

In computing n~(O,O), it is assumed that the drift velocity of 
the electrens does not vary as a function of the radius r. 

The densities of the atomie and molecular ions in the 

discharge are given by 

n 1 ( 0,0) = ------------
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(3.16) 

(?. n 'l + l)~'l + ~ n ( 0, 0 ) 
. 'à A'- 2 e 

where DQ
2 

is the ambipolar ditfusion coefficient of 

the molecular ions 

o(1 is the dissociative recombination 

coefficient 

A is the contribution of the collisions 

between metastable atoms to t.he molecular 
ion density (equation 1.61) 

{1 is the ion conversion coefficient 

n~ is the gas density 

l\ is the fundamental diffusion length 
(equation 1.12) 

These equations are derived in appendix 2A. 

One further initial condition concerns the temperature profile 

in the tube of the gas atoms. Investigations (KLA 86) indicate 
that the temperature on the axis is only a few degrees higher 

than at the tube wall. Nevertheless, the model calculations 
use a parabolic profile for the gas temperature. 

3.3 MODEL CALCULATIONS 

Two simple transformations have to be applied to the balance 

equations and the init1al cond1tions. They are discussed 1n 

the next two sect1ons. 
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3.3.1 Normalisation of the equations 

To avoid round off errors or exceeding the number range when 

performing calculations on a digital computer, it is often 

advantageous to normalise the quantitîes involved to values 

between 0 and 1. 

The time is normalised by dividing it by the total afterglew 

time, T~t, for which the calculations are performed (usually 
a few milliseconds): 

- (3.17) 
1 tot 

The logical normalisation of the radius r is to divide this 

quantity by the tube radius R: 

!)= r 
I) -

R 
(3.18) 

The balance equations of the densities are normalised by their 

values at the start of the afterfglow on the axis of the 
discharge tube: 

nt Sr,z) = n~ (pJ 't) 
'\ (oJo) 

~ere i=M,R,S or T for the 1s atoms 

1=1,2 or e for the charge carriers .. ni<_p;t) is the normalised density. 

(3.19) 

The electron energy has a starting value of a few electron 

volts. Therefore, this quantity is normalised with respect to 

1 eV. 

The boundary conditions for the normalised quantities then 

become 

.. 
n-(l,'t') = 0 

L 
(3.20) 
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W1th the norma11sed radius,~, the 1n1tial conditions can be 
rewritten: 

for the Gaussian-like profile as 

b ... - .... r -~ 
n~ <f,O) - e - pe 

for the Bessel profile as 

for the parabolic profile as 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

In the rest of this chapter, the non-normalised notatien is 

used for convenience. 

3.3.2 Finite difference notatien 

In general a balance equation can be written as 

Û f\.., = f ( n . r t a ) ó't " t.' ' ' 
(3.24) 

where a represents all other quantities 

Us1ng a f1rst order Taylor expansion to the time for ni this 

equation can be written as 

n[(r,t+.àt) = ni(r,t) +6t fz(ni,r,t,a) +-R((At )4
) 

(3.25) 

where R((ót) 4
) is a rest term proportional to (At)~. 
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In the case of the balance equations of the metastable 

ls-atoms and the charge carriers, the function fi contains the 

Laplacian of the density, which in cylindrical coordinates 
can be written as 

'\72n~(r,t) = 02 n~(r,f) + I OO~~V'Jt) 
Oî"L r èr 

In appendix 3B it is shown that this can be written: 

for riO as 
7. \/n.(r,t) 

' 
= n~(r~.Ar)·)-1.n;.(rJ)..-1'1~lr-àr)~) 

(Llr) l. 

(3.26) 

+ 

I Y1~(r+~rJf)_()llr-.Ar)t) + R((Ar) 1 )(3.27) 
r 2.hr 

for r=O and assuming that n~(-r,t)=n~(r,t) (radial symmetry) 

as 

\71n:(O,t) = 4 n~lllr)+)-n~lo~~) (3.28) 
" 

If the time is written as 

t = k.At, k=O,l, ••. ,K (K.~t=T~t) (3.29) 

and the radius as 

r = l.ór, l=O,l, •.. ,L (l.Ar=R) (3.30) 

and using equat1ons 3.25 to 3.28 the balance equation for the 

M atoms for example can be ~ritten as 
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.6t(DM(l)[ r1MU+I,k)<lnM0).1<)+ \')MLl-1,\c:) + 
O<aU) (.~r) l. 

I Y1MUHJk}-·v"MU-1Jk)1 

~.Ar '2. 6r 

'l 
- }r./lln'à(l)nM(l,k) 

- <Jnn<l)n~il,k) -CfMs(l)nH(l,k)v'los;U)I-<) 

- (K (1) + K (1) + KH ll))n (l)nM(l,k) 
nR. Ns r 't 

- ( E 1'1 R ( 1 , k ) + E M'S ( 1 , k ) + E n/ 1 , k ) ) 

ne.( 1 ,k)n
11

( 1 ,k) 

+ (ERM(l,k)n~(l,k) + E~M(1,k)ns(1,k) 

+ ETM(l,k)nT(1,k))ne(l,k) 

+ K n (1,k)n (1) 
NP M ~ 

(3.31) 

A coefficient of the form KMR(l) shou1d be readas KHil.Ar), 

a coefficient of the form ENn.(l,k) as E
11

R(l.A.r,_k • .6t). 

3.4 PARTlAL DECAV FREQUENCIES 

Consider as an example the excimer form1ng process for M 

atoms, with the equation (section 1.3.2) 
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D1vid1ng by nH and partial integration of the left side 
results in 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

The quantity on the left side is called the partial decay 

frequency of the dens1ty of the M atoms for the excimer 

forming. In this case, plotting ln nM vers~s t would result in 

a straight line with slope -KMPn~. 
Using equations like 3.33 for all processes; it is possible to 

compare the contributions of the different processes to the 

density of the M atoms. This can of course be done for all 

densities as well as the electron energy. 
3.5 THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The balance equations rewritten in their finite difference 

form have been computed by a computer program. This program 

was originally developed by Denneman (OEN 76) and later 

improved by Van Bommel (BOM 79), but computed the afterglow 
for neon only. The program has been modified to make it 

applicable to any inert gas discharge. Also, the original 

model has been modified to include the excimer forming of 

sectien 1.3.2, and the balance equation for the electron 

energy was replaced by a more elaborate version (compare 

sectien 1.4 with BOM 79). 

The program is written in Burroughs Extended Algol (BEA) which 

is an extended version of the algorithmic language Algol 60 

(NAU 63). The program consistsof approximately 750 lines of 

code and is supported by two procedure 11brar1es also written 

in BEA. 
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The original programs (OEN 76 and BOM 79) were ~ritten in an 

ear11er vers1on of BEA called BEATHE. Moving the program and 

one of the support 11brar1es to the newe.r language and a new 

plotsystem required a substantial amount of techn1cal changes. 

Presently, the program is available on the Burroughs B7900 at 

EUT. 

In pseudo Algol the program can be written as follows: 

begin 

end. 

read(program parameters);comment number of time steps,etc; 

read(gas constants);comment process coefficients; 

read(parameters of experiment);comment tube radius,etc.; 

compute size of arrays to hold decay curves; 

begin 

deelaratien of arrays; 

for 1: =0 step 1 until L do begin 

end; 

compute radius dependent coefficients 

comment T~ dependences 

comment now fellows the main computational loop; 

for k:=O step 1 until K do begin 

~; 

for 1:=0 step 1 until L do begin 

end; 

compute time and radius dependent coefficients 

comrnent Te dependences 

for 1 :=0 step 1 until L do begin 

end 

compute densities and and electron energy for 

t=kàt and r=lär 

print decay matrices; 

plot decay matrices; 

compute, print and plot partial decay frequencies 
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NOTE:all computed coefficients and densities are kept in 

memory during a run; this means that the program needs a 

large amount of storage (typically, for a run of 1100 

time steps and 10 radial steps, 300,000 words of 48 bits 

on the B7900; such a run requires 45 seconds for 

computing the decay matrices, and another 40 seconds for 

plotting and the computation of the decay frequencies). 

3.6 PROCESS COEFFICIENTS 

In this sectien the values of the process coefficients as 

introduced in chapter 1 are given as well as the souree for 

these values. These values have been used in the model 

calculations. 

Diffusion coefficients: D~ = 8.4e19 /ms (current work; 

05 = 8.9e20 /ms see chapter 4) 

Natural lifetimes and wavelengths: 

"L:'R = 3 .89e-9 s ÀR= 123.6 nm 

'rT = 3 .45e-9 s ÀT= 116.5 nm 
(see figure 1.1) 

Th ree body co 111 si ons: Jn = 3 .ae-44 m bis ex~~~= 0 ( SMI 63) 

dR = O 

Js= 5.36e-44 m6/s ex'\cs = 0 (KU 73) 

Atom coupling: 

Jr= 0 (unknown) 

KRN = 1.16e-19 m1/s 

KsR = 0 (unknown) 

KsH = 0 (unknown) 

Krs = 1.14e-20 m 3;s 

KTR = 0 (unknown) 

KTH = 0 (unknown) 
ex = 0 (unknown) 

Ac.. 
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Electron coupling: EP.~= 6.43e-12 m~/s 
ESR = 0 (unknown) 

E.:l 11 = 0 (unknown) 

EïS = 0 (unknown) 

E-R = I \ 
0 (unknown) 

ErN = 0 (unknown) 

exEc., = 0 (unknown) 

Excimer forming: K 1'1P = 1.5e-21 m"\/s 

KR = \p 0 (unknown) 

Ksp = 0 (unknown) 

Kïp = 0 (unknown) 

Collisions between metastable atoms: 

()MM= 5.1e-16 m~/s 
3 ~~ = 3.2e-14 m Is 

<Sss = 6.9e-14 m 3/s 

Recombination distribution fractions: 

pressure ff7 
(mbar) 

0.5 0.54 

1 0.56 

5 0.59 

10 0.54 

15 0.47 

20 0.57 

30 0.53 

50 0.60 

Atomie ion recombination: 

fR fs f 
r-

0.33 0.04 0.09 

0.29 0.04 0.11 

0.31 0.03 0.07 

0.35 0.03 0.08 

0.33 0.05 0.15 

0.27 0.07 0.09 

0.28 0.05 0.14 

0.27 0.03 0.09 

) 
et.,~ l.Oe-17 m /s 

~~cv-= 0 ( unknown) 
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(BLA 81) 

(TUR 67) 

(KOL 83) 

{ANG 79) 

(ANG 79) 

(VES 84) 

(determined with 

experimental 

setup of 

figure 2.3) 

ex = O{BAT 62) 
RR 



Dissociative recombination: 

Ion conversion: 

M::>bilities: 

~t = 1.43e-12 m
1
/s 

ex = -0.55 
DR 

fJ
10 

= 8 .60e-5 mt /Vs 

fA2o = 9. 95e-5 m 1ïVs 

jJ;zu = 0.397 m
2

/Vs 

Electron drift velocities: 

(MIK 78) 

( SHI 77) 

(BRU 77) 

(HEL 76) 

(HEL 76) 

(HAY 83) 

various values ranging from 2.7 to 

55 kmls, based on Zaitsev et al 

(ZAI 79) and Pack et al (PAC 62) 

Cross section for electron-gas atom interaction: 

<J = 1.55e-19 m2 ex = -0.5 () 

(DEA 74) 

The gas temperature on the tube wall was determined to be 300 

K. 

Electron energy on the axis at the start of the afterglow: 

Ue = 5.5 eV (ZAI 79) 
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APPENDIX 3A INITIAL DENSITY OF THE CHARGE CARRIERS 

The balance equation of the molecular ions is given by 

equation 3.7. In the discharge this density is stationary, 

thus 

'0o.l. = o 
"dt 

(3A.l) 

The term in equation 3.7 that describes the ambipolar 
ditfusion can, in the case of a Bessel radial distribution of 

the ions, be written as 

where .!\. is the fundamental diffusion length 

(equation 1.12). 

Thus, equation 3A.1 can be rewritten as 

0 = -0 n 2, + n.n 'l.n - ,... n n + A 
Q'l - I.J ~ I '.1\l e.. 'l. R . 0 

(3A.2) 

(3A.3) 

where A represents the contribution to ~he molecular 
ion dens1ty by collisions between metastable 

atoms (equation 1.61). 

The atomie ion density can be eliminated from equation 3A.3 

by using the quasi neutrality of the positive column (equat1on 

1.1), which leads to 
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n = 0n~ "'~ -r A 
"' .... (3A.4) 

Using equations 3A.3 and 3A.4 the ratio of the atomie and 

molecular ion densities can be written as 

~n + o('l.n!- A 
IÎ, = J\.1.. e 

from which equation 3.16 is derived. 
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APPENDIX 3B FINITE DIFFERENCE EXPRESSlONS FOR THE LAPLACE 
OPERATOR 

The Laplacian of a quantity y in cylindrical coordinates with 

no z or ~ dependenee is given by 

(3B.l) 

The Taylor expansion of y in the vicinity of the point r can 

be written as 

and 

Subtracting 3B.2 and 3B.3 yields 

~ = ~(r+Ar)_ 'tlt-Ar) t R( (Ar)2.) 

è~ 2. ó'r 

while adding gives 

~Lf·H~r)- 'l ~{r) + ~(r-ar) + R( (Ar)l) 

(Ar)'l. 

(3B.2) 

(3B.3) 

(3B.4) 

(3B.5) 

Equation 3B.l has a singularity at r=O because of the secend 
term. Using De l'Hopital 's rule this term can be written as 
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" 
1 i m ~ = 1 i m Ó2.'1 
r ~o r r...,o è>r-2 

which transforms equation 3A.l into 

Using equation 3A.5 the Laplacian can be written as 

'\/"ly = 2 ~( +A.r) -l'à(r) .;.'](-Ar) + R((br)2) 
(~r)4 

(38.6) 

(38.7) 

(38.8) 

Using the assumption that the tunetion y(r) is symmetrie in r, 

this can also be written as equation 3.28. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS AND rvEASUREMENTS 

In this chapter some results of the model calculations 

are presented and d1scussed in relation to the 
measured decay curves of chapter two. Also, the 

calculations are used as an aid in computing the 
diffusion and t~o body process coefficients from these 

experimental results. 

4.1 MODEL CALCULATIONS 

In this section the results of the model calculations as 

obtained w1th the computer program described in section 3.5 

are discussed. The calculations have been performed for all 

except the 100 mbar tube (see section 2.6). Only the results 

for the 50, 10 and 1 mbar tubes are presented because these 

calculations best illustrate the typical behavior of the 
model. Also the computed reciprocal of the electron density in 

the 20 and 5 mbar tubes are compared ~ith the experimental 

results of section 2.7. 

4.1.1 Calculations for the 50 mbar tube 

These calculations ~ill serve as an example for the other 

calculations and are therefore discussed insome detail. 

Figure 4.1 sho~s the calculated decay curves for the ls atoms, 
as well as the measured decay (section 2.6, figure 2.22). 

Figures 4.2a and b show the partial decay frequencies of the 
(metastable) M and S atoms, wh1ch give the contributions of 

the various processes to the total decay. From these graphs it 

can be seen that the three body collisions are the most 

important destruction process throughout the afterglo~; in the 
early afterglo~ this process dominates. From figure 4.1 it can 
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be seen that the computed decay at the start of the afterglew 

is too fast; this is due to the fact that the three body 

cellision coefficients used in the calculations may be too 

large. Because of the dominat1on of this process it should be 

DENSITY (A,U.) 
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0 0.4 0.8 

50 MBAR 

1.2 1.6 

FIGURE 4.1 Compar1son between the measured (points) and the 
calculated (lines) decay of the ls atoms in the 50 

mbar tube. The arbitrary density scale has been 

chosen for illustrating purposes. 
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ID~l Ï 

10-2 ~ 
ID-3 ~ 

possible to determine the coefficients !Mand ts from detailed 
measurements of the f 1 rst 50 ps of the decay of the ~1 and S 

atoms at pressures around 50 mbar. 

The next two processes in order of importance are the 

dissociative recombination and the atom coupling, bath 

production processes. The farmer process is proportional to 

nen~, but because in the late afterglow at this pressure the 

atomie ion density has decreased to approximately le2 lm 1 

(calculated) this can be written as ni because of the quasi 

neutrality of the positive column. Molecular ions are produced 
by ion conversion which is proportional ton~. Ambipolar 

diffusion, a process which destrays molecular ions is 

proportional to 1/n~, while the dissociative recombination 

varies little with pressure. Therefore, dissociative 

S ATCJIS 

11 ATCffi 

--- ---------- f'tT, -1101', COU.l S lOOS 
~· ~··.~ 

m-4 .__I _ __.______._ 

·~.-+ET. COU.. 
10-s --'------'-----'-----L____L__,.L____.._--1 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 

Tl r-E 
. (MS) 

. 1.6 0 {),4 0.8 

FIGURE 4.2 Partial decay frequencies of the metastable atoms 

(M and S) in the 50 mbar tube. 
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recombination is more important at higher pressures. In 

sectien 4.1.4 it will beseen that this processis of much 

less importance in the 1 mbar tube. 

-The atom coupling is proportional ton~ and is therefore also 

relatively important at this pressure. 

One of the less important processes is the diffusion. This 

destructien process is proportional to 1/n~, and its 
contribution to the total decay should therefore be larger in 

the lower pressure tubes, as will beseen in section 4.1.4. 

Figures 4.2a and b clearly show that collisions between 

metastatle atoms hardly play a role at all in the late 

afterglow. 

Dic.AY ~lES (S-1) :--; DECA Y FREQUENC I ES ( Ç 1) 
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FIGURE 4.3 Partial decay frequencies of the resonant atoms (R 

and T) in the 50 mbar tube. 
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Figures 4.3a and b show the partial decay frequencies of the 

(resonant) R and T atoms. Again the early decay of these 

resonant atoms is too tast as compared to the measured decay 

(figure 4.1). FortheR atoms, although this is difficult to 
see in figure 4.3a, the most important production process in 
the first 20JUS is the electron coupling from the M level, but 

this process rapidly looses it importance because of the 

cooling of the electrons. From 75~s on, the recombination is 

again the most important production process, and the radiation 
trapping and atom coupling are the most important destructien 

processes; this also applies totheT atoms (figure 4.3b). 
For the T atoms, the very early decay is dominated by the 

radiation trapping (again, this is difficult to see in figure 
4.3b). From this it could be concluded that detailed 

measurements of the early decay could provide information 
about this process, but some care should be excersized here 

because the model does not compute the early decay very well. 

In obtaining the best fit between measured and calculated 

decay, the electron drift velocity of the model ~as varied, 

~ich in turn determines the initial electron density. The 

best fit (figure 4.1) was obtained for vd= 22 km/s, which is a 

factor 8 larger than the drift velocity obtained by an 
uncertain extrapolation from the results of Pack et al (PAC 

62). Table 4.1 lists the various electron drift veloeities 

that were used in the model for the 50 mbar tube, as ~ell as 

the initial and final electron densities on the tube axis. A 

remarkable fact is that the final electron density varies ~ith 

16\ wh1le the initial density is varied by a factor 10. This 

can be explained by assuming that the dissociative 

recombination is the most important loss process for the 
electrans (see also secion 2.7). The electron density canthen 

be written as (equation 2.25) 

I 
ne= ------ ( 4.1) 
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Using ~=1.43e-12 m3 /s and t=l ms, the second term in the 

denominator of equation 4.1 is 1.43e-15 m3 • The reciprocal of 

the initial electron density varies from 4e-16 to 4e-17, which 

is a factor 4 to 36 lower; thus the first term in the 

denominator i~ small compared to the second, and this explains 
the slight variation of n (O,Tto+). 

TABLE 4.1 Electron drift velocity and initial and final 

electron densities as used in the calculations for 

the 50 mbar tube. 

vd n"(O,O) ne( 0, Ttct} 
(km/s) (10el6 /m 1 ) ( 10e14 /m J) 

5.5 2.50 4.59 

11 1.25 4.51 
..,.., 0.625 4.35 ~'-

55 0.250 3.94 

Figure 4.4a shows the decay of the electron energy and figure 

4.4b the corresponding decay frequencies. Note that the 

electrens cool down to room temperature in approximately 25 

JUS. Figure 4.4b shows that this is caused almost completely by 

interactions between electrens and gas atoms; after this time 

ditfusion cooling caused by molecular ions is the most 

important process, and the gas atoms now supply energy to the 

electrons; in ether words, the gas atoms are cooled through 

interactions with the electrons, which in turn lose this 

energy to the wall. Note that ditfusion cooling is 

proportional to the Laplacian of the molecular and atomie ion 

densities (equation 1.71), and because the radi41 profiles of 

the ions have a convex shape, diffusion cooling is 1ndeed a 
cooling process. 
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As a final remark, the sharp 'teeth' on the partial decay 

frequencies in figure 4.4b are an artefact of the plot 

procedures; they are caused by a change of sign of the decay 

frequencies and the fact that the absolute value of the 

frequencies is plotted. 

In summing up, the model calculations compared with the 

experimental results show a decay that is too fast in the 

early afterglow, but only slightly too slow in the late 
afterglow. As will be seen later in this chapter, the 

calculated early afterglew does not match the measured early 

afterglew very well. This might be a deficiency of the 

equations which describe the electron temperature dependenee 

of some of the coefficients. 

4.1.2 Calculations for the 20 and 5 mbar tubes 

Figures 4.5a and b present the reciprocal of the electron 

density as a function of time in the 20 and 5 mbar tubes 

(compare figure 2.23). For the 20 mbar tube the measurements 

as well as the calculations indicate a hyperbalie decay after 

0.25~s, but the first part of the decay differs considerably: 

the measurements indicate a fast drop in the density, while 

the calculations show a density which is almast constant at 

first and then slowly starts to decrease. 

This discrepancy can be explained by considering the fact that 

in the experiments of figure 2.23 it was postulated that the 

dissociative recombination is the most important process 

(section 2.7). The difference between calculated and measured 
curves shows that this is invalid in the early afterglow, as 

expected; because the electrans have a high temperature at the 

start of the afterglow, the ambipolar diffusion- is a 

relatively important process (see section 1.1.2). 

As a test of the validity of the theory of Zemansky (section 

1.2.1) the time development of the radial profile of a 
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density in the 20 and 5 mbar tubes. 

4 

metastab 1 e 1 s a.tom was computed. The initia 1 prof i 1 e was 

chosen constantinspace ( n,(r,o)=nz(O,O) ). Figure 4.6 shows 

the result of these calculations for the M atoms in the 5 mbar 
tube. As can be seen in these graphs, the profile indeed 

approaches the Bessel function within 0.2 ms and it keeps this 
format least until 5 ms in the afterglow. The small 

deviation indicates that the decay is not totally diffusion 
dominated. 
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FIGURE 4.6 Time development of the normalised radial profile 

of the M atoms in the 5 mbar tube. The initial 
profile was constant as a function of x. 

4.1.3 Model calculations for the 10 mbar tube 

Figure 4.7 shows the computed decay curves of the ls atoms in 

the 10 mbar tube. The local maxima which appear in the 

measured decay curves (figure 2.18) are also present in the 

calculated curves, but with the following differences: 
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FIGURE 4.7 Calculated decay curves of the ls atoms 1n the 10 

mbar tube. 

The height of the maxima of the calculated M and S decay 

curves are much larger than those of the measured curves, 
while that of the T atoms is smaller than the measured one. 

The top of the maxima appears approximately a factor two too 

early in the calculated decay as compared to the measured 

decay. 

The electron drift velocity that was used for the calculations 
of figure 4.7 ig 2.75 km/s (from the results of Pack et al, 
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PAC 62). Calculations with higher electron drift veloeities 

show an decrease of the height of the maxima of the M and the 

S atoms but the maximum in the curve of the T atoms has almost 

disappeared at a drift velocity of 5.5 km/s. 

Figures 4.8a,b and c show the decay frequencies for the M, R 

and T atoms (the decay of the S atoms is similar to that of 

the M atoms). From these figures it appears that the maximum 

in the decay curve of the M atoms is caused by the initially 

large {rising edge of the maximum) dissociative recombination 

(production process), which decreases in the early afterglow. 

The top of the maximum marks the point where the dissociative 

recombination drops below the three body collisions, and the 

total decay frequency is negative from that point (this is 

indicated with an arrowin figure 4.8a). 
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The decay frequencies of the R atoms (figure 4.8b) sho~ a 

similar pattern: in this case radiation trapping is the most 

important loss process in the late afterglo~. The fact that 

the decay sho~s no maximum is caused by the electron coupling 

totheM level, ~hich has a higher destructien rate of R atoms 

than the production rate of the dissociative recombination. 

This electron coupling is of much less importance for the T 

atoms (figure 4.8c) ~hich causes the maxima to appear again. 

Note that the measured decay of the M atoms sho~s an almost 

linear decay bet~en 1 and 2 ms. This can also be seen in the 

calculated decay curves of tigure 4.7. The calculated curve of 

the S atoms sho~s a similar feature. 

The height of the maxima in the decay curves is determined by 
the processes in the early afterglo~. From figure 4.8a in 

particular it can be seen that the contributions of the 

various processes varies rapidly during this period. For the M 

atoms, the most important processes are the three body 

collisions, the dissociative recombination and the electron 

and atom coupling coefficients. Finding a better match bet~en 

calculated and measured decay ~ill require a better 

understanding of the early afterglo~, and in particular a 
better kno~ledge of the electron temperature dependenee of the 

some of the coefficients of these processes. 

In summing up, the striking features of the measured decay 

curves of the 10 mbar tube are also present in the calculated 

curves, but the dimensions of the latter do not agree ~ith 

those of the measurements. 

4.1.4 Model calculations for the 1 mbar tube 

Figure 4.9 sho~s an initially performed calculation of the 

decay of the M,R,S and T atoms in the 1 mbar tube. As a 
result of lack of kno~ledge no electron temperature dependenee 
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was used for the electron coupling coefficients. The decay 

curves deviate cons1derably from the measured decay of section 

2.6, f1gure 2.16. F1gure 4.10a shows the decay frequenc1es of 

the M atoms. As can be seen from this graph, dissociative 

recombination and electron coupling to the R level are the 
main processes between 350 and 825~s in the afterglow. The 

rise of the decay curves at 0.5 ms is due to the fact that the 

electron coupling drops below the dissociative recombination, 

which is then the main production process. Note that according 
to figure 4.10a the diffusion is supposed to change from a 

loss process to a production process and back at 70 and 490 

)Us, respectively. Figure 4.10b shows the decay of the electron 

energy. As opposed to the case of the 50 mbar tube (figure 

4.4), the electrens do notreachroom temperature befare t=1 

ms. Fitting the curves to the measured decay was attempted by 

varying the electron temperature dependenee exponent of the 

electron coupling coefficients between 0.5 and 0.125. The best 
fit was obtained for a value of 0.5. The corresponding decay 

curves are shown in figure 4.11a. The sharp bend in the 

measured decay curves of the T and R atoms at 0.9 ms also 

appears in the calculated decay. Furthermore, the decay of 

the R atoms increases in the calculated curves in the 

indicated interval in figure 4.11a and this feature appears in 

the measured curves as well, approximately at the same time. 
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The decay frequencies of the M and the S atoms are shown 
in figures 4.11b and c respectively. As was stated in sectien 

4.1.1 the diffusion, which is proportional to 1/n~, 

contributes substantially to the decay of the metastable 

atoms: it has become the dominant loss process in the 1 mbar 
tube. 

As can be seen by camparing figure 2.21 and 4.11a, the total 

calculated decay frequency of the S atoms in the late 
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FIGURE 4.11a Calculated decay curves for the ls atoms in the 1 

mbar tube. The electron coupling coefficients used 

in these calculations were dependent on the 
electron temperature by an exponent of 0.5. 
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FIGURE 4.11b,c Calculated decay frequencies of the metastable 

M and S atoms in the 1 mbar tube. The electron 

coupling coefficients used in these calculations 
were dependent on the electron temperature by an 

exponent of 0.5. 

afterglow is almost constant but the measurd decay indicates a 

decreasing decay frequency. In the calculations of tigure 

4.11a an electron coupling coefficient E;s was used, which was 

estimated from the ERn and the energy di stance ~etween the M 

and R levels and the S and T levels. F1gure 4.11c indicates 
that this electron coupling contributes considerably to the 

total decay in the first millisecond, but much less in the 
late afterglow. This combined with the fact that the value of 

E~ is rather uncertain might explain the difference between 

the measured and calculated late afterglow. 
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4.2 DIFFUSION AND ATQ'VI COUPLING COEFFICIENTS 

As can be seen in figure 4.11~ the main processes for the M 

and S atoms in the late afterglm~ of the 1 and 0.5 mbar tubes 

are diffusion~ three body collisions and the atom coupling to 

the higher resonant levels. In that case the balance equation 

fortheM atoms 13.1) and the similar equation for the S atoms 

reduce to 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

A further simplification can be introduced by considering the 

fact that the decay is diffusion dominated and in that case 

the diffusion term can be replaced using equation 3A.2 

(4.1a) 

")Is = Us - t n: -Ks-r n,~ 
Yî 1\.,_ s 6 a 

.1 

(4.2a) 

TABLE 4.2 Measured decay frequencies 

pressure )JM V-s 

mbar s-• s-1 

1 258 264 

0.5 194 191 
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tJsing the decay freauencies as determined from the linear part 

ot the decay curves at fiqures 2.is- and 2.1b ( see table 4.2) 

and using the·values of ~~ and !sof sectien 3.6~ two 

r:quations with DM and K 11~ as unknowns~ and two equations 

wi th 0".... and I< a '3 unl<.nowns resu lt. The ex.press i on for 
~ "::T 

DM is then 

D = 
M 

where VMO) ~ ~( 0. 5) are the deca y frequenc i es of the M 

atoms in the 1 and 0.5 mbar tubes, 

respectively 

n
1

(1),ni(0.5) are the gas densities in the 1 and 

0.5 mbar tubes, respectively 

and the expression for KMO.is 

vMLI) 

K = 'î'1(c ;) 

_ VM (0.5') 

{)~[I) 

+ ,~~(!) 
}N\ Y1] l<> ~) 

MR 
f\':'1 ( c.s) -

Y1c.l (I) 

V')~l·) 

n~ [c.s) 

resulting in the following values for the ditfusion 

coefficients 

of? = 8 .38e19 /ms t 6% 

0 s = 8 • 8 7 e 19 1 ms t 8% 

(4.4) 

As can be seen from equation 4.3 the main souree of error in 
these values is the error in the difference between the decay 

frequencies and in the fundamental diffusion length. It should 

be noted that the construction of the discharge tubes (figure 
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2. g) is such that an accurate determination of the lengthof 

the positive column is not possible. On the other hand, the 

uncertainty of the tube radius has the most influence on the 

error in the value of the fundamental ditfusion length, and 

this radius is known with an accuracy of 4%. This results in a 

total error of 5% when the uncertainty of the length is taken 
to be 10%. 

For the ditfusion coefficients of the S atoms the uncertainty 

is at least 8% because the decay frequency of these atoms in 

the 0.5 mbar tube has not yet settled to a constant value. 

The values of the diffusion constants are lower than those 

found in literature (see table 4.3). This discrepancy can 

TABLE 4.3 Values for the ditfusion constants 

diffusion constant souree 

(le19 /ms) 

D = 
M 

9.8 SMI 63 

12.3 PAL 69 (theoretical value) 

9.3 TRA 76 

D = 
~ 

12.3 PAL 69 (theoretical value) 

15.6 KU 73 

10.8 TRA 76 

be explained by considering the fact that most investigators 

obtained these coefficients by measuring the decay frequency 

at a number of pressures at a few times relatively early in 

the afterglow. In all cases absorption measurements were used, 

Hhich have a lower sensitivety than the fluorescence 

measurements described in chapter two, which necessitates the 

measuring in the earlier part of the afterglow. This makes it 

poss1ble that more than the four processes mentioned above 
play a significant role, which leads to attributing part of 

the decay rate to the diffusion whereas it 1s 1n fact caused 
by these other processes. 
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The values of the two body process coefficients are found to 
be 

KHR = 2.42e-21 ml/s t8% 

Ks; = 1. 74e-21 m 31 s t 22% 

Again the error is caused by the uncertainty in the decay 

frequencies fsee equation 4.4). The value of KHR. is in good 

agreement with the values found in the literatur~ (see table 

4.4). 

TABLE 4.4 Values for the two body process coefficients 

K MR souree 
ile-21 m '\/ s) 

2.2 srv1r 63 

2.33 TUR 65 

2.26 TUR 67 

2.44 TRA 67 

2.53 WIE 81 

On 1 y one va 1 ue for K<,;T is found in the 1 iterature: 9e-21 m 31 s 

(KU 73). This value is a factor 5 higher than the current 

result, but it should be noted that Ku et al performed their 

measurements at discharge currents of 600 to 2600 mA, as 
opposed to the 5 mA used in the current investigation. The 

corresponding higher electron density might cause other 

processes between electrans and ls atoms to play an important 

role in the decay. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

In this final chapter some conclusions are drawn from 

the experiments and calculations described in the 
previous chapters. Also, some improvements are 

suggested. 

5.2 EXPERIMENTS 

The diffusion constants and the reaction constants for two 

partiele processes of the M and S particles have been 

determined using the experimental setup described in chapter 
2, as well as the absolute densities of all ls atoms in the 

discharge. Also the radial profiles of the ls atoms have been 

measured. 

The densities of the ls atoms have been determined mainly with 

three laser dyes. With these dyes, rhodamine 560, rhodamine 6G 

and styryl 9, it is possible to excite fourteen of the thirty 

ls-2p transitions. 

The most troublesome part in the laser system is the dye 

laser: a mechanical deficiency makes it difficult to adjust 

the laser to a desired wavelength. 

The wavelength measuring device was a great help during the 

determination of the relative densities because it aids in 

quickly changing the laser wavelength over a few tens of 

nanometers. 

The usefulness of the computer system sterns clearly from the 

PEP language interpreter which enables interactive program 

development and even program changes on the fly during 

exper1mentation. lts greatest disadvantage is the lack of user 
protection. Also, after collecting a lot of data, the need was 
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felt for some kind of permanent secondary starage (floppy disk 

or cassette); this ~ould vialate one of the main design goals 

of PEP, but 1t ~ould enhance the trust of the experimentor in 
the safety of his/her ~ork. 

The main souree of error in the determination of the absolute 

densities is caused by changing the geometry of the setup by 

exchanging discharge tubes. For a more accurate measurements a 

fixed discharge vessel ~ith regulatable pressure is necessary, 

~hich at the same time could be equipped for measuring the 

electron density and energy. 

The tubes with pressures of 30, 50 and 100 mbar exhibited 

a rather unsteady discharge. This is possibly caused by the 

geometry of the tubes. Steenhuysen (STE 79) has used tubes 

~ith a different construction for his investigations of neon 

afterglows. These tubes had a better performance for the 

higher pressures of neon and might also perfarm better ~ith 

krypton. 

Although no signs of aging of the tubes were discovered, th1s 

phenomenon should be investigated. 

It should be possible to collect more data on the decay 

processes by measuring the decay later in the afterglo~. This 

will require an enhanced detection system, because the current 

system has been pushed to its statistical limits (sections 

2.3.5 and 2.6). 

5.2 MODEL CALCULATIONS 

The outcome of the model calculations for the Q.5 and 1 mbar 

tubes is that the exponent describing the dependency of the 
electron coupling coefficients on the electron temperature has 

a lo~r limit of 0.5. 
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The results of the calculations have been used to verify the 

validity and completenessof the model. The results of this 

process are slightly disappointing; although the calculated 

decay curves for the 50 and 1 mbar tubes agree quite well with 

the experimental curves, some guesswork of the coefficients 

and the electron density was needed because insufficient 

data could be found in the literature. For pressures lying 

between these extremes this would have required even more 

assumptions. 

It is difficult to ascertain the completenessof the model 
because a number of coefficients and the electron temperature 

dependency of most coefficients (if applicable) are not known. 

The stability of the algorithm (section 3.3) has not been 
investigated extensively. The value of the time step in the 

calculations was chosen as large as possible where the upper 

bound was determined in most cases by the computation becoming 

numerically instable. It should be mentioned that the balance 

equations of the T atoms and of the electron energy had to be 

computed with a smaller time step than was used for the other 

equations (a factor 10 and 50 smaller, respectively) for 

this same reason. Reducing the the time step of all balance 
equations would result in a fiftyfold increase of total 

computation time; this would require an unacceptably large 

processor time of approximately 30 minutes for a typical run. 

The computer program and support library in their present form 

are written in BEA (section 3.3). This language will be 
supported by the computer centre of EUT as long as a Burroughs 

mainframe computer is installed. But apart from this, BEA, 

which was derived from Algol 60, is an outdated language 

(although very suitable for this type of calculation, mainly 
because of the ability to dimension arrays at run time and 

because of the so called Jenssen device). Rewriting the 
program in a modern widely available language should therefore 

be considered. 
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5.3 COMPARING EXPERIMENT$ AND CALCULATIONS 

In section 4.1 the model calculat1ons were compared w1th the 
experimental decay curves. This has been done by camparing the 

decay frequenc1es of the experimental curves at a few times in 
the afterglew with the decay frequencies of the model 

calculations at these times. Also, the times at which the 
decay frequency of the model equals that of the experimental 

decay were determined. The time intervals derived from these 

values were then used to determine whether the calculated 

curves had been shifted in time as compared to the 

experiments. This is a fairly easy procedure, but it is not 

very accurate. 

A better method would be to use a computer program to match 
the calculated and experimental decay. This will require the 

uploading of the measured data to the mainframe computer, but 
because of the recently installed communications netwerk at 

EUT this should be a fairly easy task. As an added benefit, 

reduction and analysis of the measured data as well as 

plotting the decay curves from the experiments can be done at 

the same time. 
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